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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The market price of oats, like the prices of all other farm products, 
changes from year to year, season to season, month to month, and 
day to day. It is commonly recognized that these price changes are 
caused by changes in supply or demand, or both; but the general 
phrase ‘‘supply and demand” furnishes no precise explanation of 
given variations in price. A detailed study is necessary to define the 
supply, allocate the demand, and furnish quantitative measures of 
the influence of the various price-making forces. 

In recent years the application of statistical methods to economic 
problems has had moerkable development. Most of this develop- 
ment, however, in so far as it has been applied to forecasting the future, 
has been in the field of business statistics, and the problem of fore- 
casting the prices of the various agricultural products has been com- 
paratively neglected. The value of any method which would offer 
to the farmer or to the student of agricultural prices even an approxi- 
mate means of estimating future prices isevident. To the farmer, its 
most important use would be in determining the best time to sell his 

ce E. M. Daggit, Associate Agricultural Economist, gave valuable assistance in the preparation of this 
ulletin. ‘ 
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crop, and in settling his age-old problem of whether to store or not 
to store. Good business management on the part of the present-day 
farmer requires, in addition to'a knowledge of the best methods of 
production, as thorough an understanding as possible of the forces 
which determine the prices of his product; low profits may result as 
nel from poor judgment in selling as from poor judgment in growing 
the crop. 

It ny be objected that the average farmer can not make use of 
scientific price studies because of their unavoidable technicality; but 
the development in recent years of trained intermediaries in the dis- 
semination of market and other information among farmers and the 
growing up of a more scientific-minded farming class have brought to 
them more and more of the benefits of scientific studies of all kinds. 

To the student of agricultural prices any thorough price study 
brings to light new methods of attacking the problem and new uses 
of old methods. It helps to point out the strength and weakness of 
the various statistical methods, to the end that their fields of usefulness 
may be more clearly defined for those who continue the work. For 
this purpose the mention of trials which have been found to give no 
wort Eile results should be of considerable value. 

In any price analysis it is first necessary to determine the area of 
the market, for upon that depends in large measure the selection of 
methods that may be used. The difference in the scope of the 
market for wheat and oats, for example, makes a great difference in 
the characteristics of demand and supply for the two crops. ' Upon 
the area of the market and the characteristics of production depend 
the answer to the question as to whether, for the given crop, one may 
assume that there is a normal annual price—an average price at which 
the annual supply will be moved from the market. It is difficult to 
assume a normal annual price in the case of wheat, because of the 
influence of foreign production. On the other hand, such an annual 
price may be assumed for a crop which is grown and consumed almost 
entirely within the country for which the study is made and of which 
there is a a single annual supply which becomes available for the 
market within a short period of the year. 

The oat crop of the United States is found to come within this 
classification. Normally the supply of oats in this country is pro- 
duced and mostly consumed within the borders of the Nation. From 
1909 to 1913, and since the war, our exports have averaged not more 
than 2 per cent of the crop and our imports have been still less. 
During the war, however, the demand for oats was abnormal and a 
considerable quantity was exported, causing a temporary widening 
of the market. 

Having decided that oats is a crop that may be treated in a price 
analysis by assuming a normal annual price, the problem is to dis- 
cover the factors which determine this annual price and to measure 
their influence. This requires the bringing together of such fac- 
tors as may be expected to influence the price of oats, the study of 
each by the application of various statistical methods, and the 
selection of those which are found to have a measurable influence 
for use in developing an estimating formula, by means of which 
the most probable average annual price may be estimated from given 
values of the selected factors. 
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Obtaining a method for estimating the annual price, however, is but 
one important step in the price analysis. The problem remains of 
explaining the variations in price during the year, in order that by 
using the annual price as a basis one may calculate the probable 
seasonal movement. It is this seasonal movement of prices, rather 
than the average annual price, which is of great importance to the 
farmer who has oats to sell. The statistical methods used in this 
part of the study differ from those used in the earlier part, and on 
the whole the analysis offers greater difficulty. 

The most difficult part of the crop year for those attempting to 
forecast prices is during the growing season. Once the supply is 
fairly ei known the Abia factor to be considered by the fore- 
caster is changes in demand; but during the growing season not only 
demand, but supply as well, must be estimated. The problem is to 

_ discover some indicator of the volume of production which antici- 
pates the harvest. Two of these, the price of September futures and 
the monthly condition of the crop as reported by the United States 
Department of Agriculture, are available. ‘These must be compared 
by the use of statistical methods as to their relative accuracy in pre- 
dicting the future prices, and the variations in accuracy as the 
erowlng season progresses must be measured. 

_ Finally, to make this study of greater value to those who may 
continue-the work of analyzing grain prices, it has been thought 
advisable to apply to wheat some of the methods used in the analysis 
of oat prices, to emphasize the difference in the method of treatment 
necessary for this crop. The market for oats is a dcmestic market, 
and the price is determined very largely by the domestic supply. 
The demand for wheat, on the other hand, is a world demand, the 
supply a world supply. The price is determined in the world mar- 
ket and is affected comparatively little by the size of the crop of the 
United States, as is shown in this study. The application of the 
theory of an average annual price resulting from an annual supply 
is more difficult. 

SOURCES OF DATA AND SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 

The data on oat prices used in this study were obtained from the 
annual reports of the Chicago Board of Trade. The weekly high and 
low prices for No. 2 oats at Chicago were averaged to give monthly 
prices, and the monthly prices thus obtained were averaged for the 
crop years July to June, to obtain the yearly figures. In the study 
of the relation between cash and future prices a more accurate series 
was needed. For this purpose monthly cash and future prices were 
obtained by averaging the daily high and low prices. 

Data on production were obtained, for the most part, from the 
Yearbooks of the United States Department of Agriculture. No 
figures were available regarding the world carry-over of wheat, so 
these were calculated for the period 1891 to 1923 from data obtained 
from various sources, as explained in the Appendix. 

The wheat prices were obtained from the annual reports of the 
_ Chicago Board of Trade. The monthly figures are averages of daily 
high and low prices. Owing to the changes in grades from time to 
time, there was some difficulty in getting comparable grades for the 
entire period. Those used were: July, 1890, to January, 1897, No. 2 
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Spring wheat; January, 1897, to January, 1898, No. 2 wheat; 
January, 1898, to March, 1903, regular No. 2; March, 1903, to 
June, 1922, No. 2 Red wheat. 

That the Chicago price is representative of prices for the United 
States as a whole is shown by the fact that correlation coefficients of 
+0.98 for oats and of +0.99 for wheat are obtained when Chicago 
prices are correlated with the December farm prices as estimated by 
the Department of Agriculture. | 

The period covered in the major part of the study is that from 1896 
to 1922, omitting the years 1916, 1917,.1918, 1919, and 1920. The 
omission of these years was considered necessary for accurate results, 
since the abnormal conditions of demand and abnormal changes in 
the price level during this period would tend to obscure the effect of 
forces that under normal conditions would be operative in the oats 
market. 

An examination of exports of oats during the war period as com- 
pared with years before and after the war will show the extent to 
which the export demand was abnormal during the period omitted 
in this study. 

TaBLeE 1.—Ezporis of oats from the United States, years ending June 80! 

=: 

Year Quantity 
| 

Bushels 
LTA TA TH a ES ES SEN Oa of A Se he oe ee ee ees Se Oe 1 EE es eS es eS ee Cee 8, 304, 000 
eT, TUDE STO EE Ee ee ee poe SE ee) eee Sk ee mR erent ee Se nT S6, 774, 000 
BV a wm se at ae aS gate a Rema ghee ogg 33, 945, 000 
POOH 23s. Ee SE ek Ee > Se ee ee ape Se eee: i. See ae GO ee AER! Ree et ae ee eRe a AS SEE Tae 4, 302, 000 

1U.S. Dept. Agr., Yearbook, 1921, p. 74. 

FACTORS AFFECTING ANNUAL PRICE OF OATS 

PRODUCTION AND THE AREA OF THE OAT MARKET 

A study of the production of oats in the United States shows that 
for 30 years or more preceding the World War the trend of produc- 
tion has been steadily upward, reaching its peak in 1917 with a pro- 
duction of 1,593 million bushels. Since 1917 the production has 
slightly declined, the 1923 figure being 1,300 million bushels. Prac- 
tically all of the oats produced in this country are consumed here. In 
the pre-war period, 1909 to 1913, the exports of oats from the United 
States averaged not quite 1 per cent of the crop, and imports were 
less.2 During the war an abnormal foreign demand increased our 
exports, but since the war they have returned to their former low 
figures. 
Giieure 1 represents graphically the production of oats during the 

period 1881-1922. Superimposed upon the graph of production is 
a straight line representing the trend of production during that 
eriod.? 

2 These figures regarding production, imports, and exports indicate 
at once that in spite of the enormous production of oats in this 
country the market area is limited to the United States, a fact which 
is of considerable importance in the selection of methods for the 
study of prices. 

2U.S. Dept. Agr., Yearbook, 1921, p. 781, 551. ; 
3 The method of calculating this trend is explained in Table I, Appendix A, p. 27. 
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PRODUCTION PRICE 
MILLIONS- CENTS 

OF BUSHELS PER BUSHEL 

i500 150 

1400 140 

1300 130 

1200 120 

1100 110 

1000. 100 

900 90 

800 80 

700 70 

600 60 

500 50 

400 40 

300 30 

200 20 

100 be 10 

i. : 
1881 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 

A comparison of the production and the price of oats 

Fic. 1.—Although the production of oats has shown a downward tendency since 1917, the general trend 
~ since 1881 has been decidedly upward. ‘The price of oats, corrected for changes in the general level of 

prices, has shown a slight upward trend for the period 1881-1922, though in recent years the tendency 
has been downward, in spite of the decrease in production. During most of the period the price was 
above the trend when production was below, and vice versa 
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Incidentally, an understanding of the size of the market is of con- 
siderable importance to farmers who are considering the shifting of 
acreage between wheat and oats, for a change in production which 
would cause a relatively small change in wheat prices might cause 
a great change in the price of oats, because oats are sold in a narrower 
market. 

TREND OF PRICES OF OATS 

The trend of oat prices for the period 1881 to 1922 has been 
less uniform than the trend of production. It tended downward 
from 1881 until the low point was reached during the nineties. 
After 1896 the trend was gradually upward until the close of the war 
period. The lack of uniformity in the trend of prices makes it im- 
possible of representation by a straight line. There are actually 
two trends, one downward until 1896 and the other an irregular trend 
from 1896 to the present year in a general upward direction. Two 
methods of representing this trend are illustrated in Figure 2. One 
is the use of two straight lines to show the downward and upward 
trends; the other is the use of a third degree parabola curve. 
A comparative examination of the graphs of production and price 

in Figure 1, where the prices have been corrected for changes in the 
price level, shows that during the period from 1881 to 1913 prices 
were usually below the normal, represented by the trend line, when 
roduction was above, and above when production was below. In 

Fact, during much of the period one curve seems almost the exact 
opposite of the other, if allowance is made for the difference in 
trends. The closeness of the relationship as indicated by the two 
raphs shows clearly that the size of the oat crop in the United 

States has an important influence upon the year-to-year changesin 
rice. Prices used in these two graphs are averages for crop years, 

Eapamibar to August, instead of July to June, as used in the rest of 
the bulletin. 

Graphs like these, useful as they are in showing the nature of the 
relationship between two factors, furnish no measure of the close- 
ness of that relationship, nor do they provide a method of estimating 
one when the other is known. To obtain these two results it is 
necessary to make use of the statistical device of correlation.‘ 

The relation between these two factors, when the ratio of production 
to the trend of production is correlated with the ratio of price to the 
trend of price, is expressed by a correlation coefficient of —0.82. 
The negative sign indicates that a change in one factor is accom- 
panied by a change in the opposite direction in the other; and the 
size of the coefficient measures both the extent to which changes 
in one factor are associated with changes in the other and the accuracy 
with which values of one factor may be predicted from known values 
of the other during the period covered by the study, assuming that 
perfect correlation is represented by the coefficient +1.00. 

Not the actual value of the coefficient, however, but the square 
of the value represents the proportion of the change in price that is 
accounted for by the change in the other variable. 
A coefficient of correlation, squared, measures between X and Y 

the proportion of variation in Y that can be accounted for by vari- 
ations in X, provided one is defining variability as the standard 

4 The method of obtaining the coefficient of correlation is explained in Appendix A, Table II. p. 28. 
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PRICE 

CENTS 

PER BUSHEL 

90 CONTINUOUS THIRD DEGREE PARABOLA TREND —s 
1881 To 1913 U 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

90 

“B0 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

issi-s2. | 1890-93 : 1900-01 ; I910-"11 ! 1920-21 : 
1885-86 1895-96 1905-06 1915-16 

Two methods of representing the trend of oat prices 

Fic. 2.—It is impossible to represent the trend of actual oat prices by a single straight line. The trend of 
. the price of oats was downward from the Civil War period until 1896, and upward from 1896 to 1919. 
- parabola and two straight lines are used in this figure to represent the trend of oat prices from 1881 
0 1913 
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deviation squared. Ratios to trends are used here as a method of 
eliminating the influence of the upward tendency of production and 
the downward and upward trends of price which would partially 
obscure the relationship between the two factors and result in a 
lower coefficient of open 

To predict the average annual price of oats when the production 
is known, an “estimating equation”? must be worked out from the 
results obtained in the correlation. This equation has the form 
y=a-+bz, in which y is the price to be estimated, z is the production 
during the given year, and a and b are constant terms that must be 

PRICE 
RATIO=Y 

Y = X42 © .229 (x-!) 

7 -i3 = 19X 

I. 
2 Y =1.55 

Y=) 

=/.13 

Lb Ree 
oO oes 
4= 40 

1.3 . ; - fica zthg 

1.2 

LL] 

1.0 

9 

8 

¥ 

6 

me) 

5 6 7 8 9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 lA 1S 1.6 
PRODUCTION RATIO =X 

Relation between price and production ratios shown as a curved line 

Fic. 3.—A curved line describes the relation between price and production better than does a straight 
line. If the relation were perfect, all of the dots in the scatter diagram would fall exactly on the line. 
The curve in this figure is described by two formulae, a reciprocal formula used by Working coinciding 
with an exponential formula used by Moore 

calculated from the data. A coefficient of 0.82, however, is not 
large enough to give sufficiently accurate results in forecasting prices. 
Other factors must be considered in addition to production, so that 
more of the variation in price will be accounted for than that due 
to production alone. 

The equation just given assumes that the relation between the 
two factors is expressed graphically by a straight line; that is, that 
regardless of the size of the factors, a.given change in one is always 
associated with the same estimated change in the other. Consider- 
ation of the theory of elasticity of demand and the concept of di- 
minishing utility suggests that a straight line may not represent most 
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accurately the relation between preduction and price, but that better 
results might be obtained through the use of curvilinear functions 
such as those employed by Moore® and Working.* A curvilinear 
relation suggests, that, for Seung the addition of 50 million bushels 
of oats to a 1,400 million bushel crop may lower the price per bushel 
less than the addition of the same amount to a crop of only 800 
million bushels. 

In Figure 3 curves of the type referred to are fitted to the scatter 
diagram of production ratio and price ratio of oats. A curve of the 

1 

—.19+4+1.19.X 

coincides approximately with a curve of the type used by Moore 
described by the equation Y =X 14? ¢ -%™) where Y and X are 
price ratio and production ratio, respectively, and e€ is a constant.’ 
A curve described by either formula fits the data somewhat more 
closely than a straight line; that 1s, the sum of the squares of the 
deviations or residuals from the curves is less than the sum of the 
squares of the deviations from a best fitting straight line fitted by 
the method of least squares. Several other curves were tried and 
found not to fit the data as well as those illustrated.® 

COMPARISON OF THE VALUES OF LARGE AND OF SMALL CROPS 

type used by Working described by the equation Y = 

The fact that the relation between production and price is found to 
be represented by a curved line of the type illustrated in Figure 3 
suggests an interesting problem regarding the values of oat crops of 
various sizes. It is commonly said that a large crop may often be 
worth less than a small crop. This idea is borne out by a study of 
Figure 3. Hereit is found that a decrease of 10 per cent from normal, 
from 1.0 on the scale to 0.9, is accompanied i an increase of 13 
per cent in price, whereas an increase of 10 per cent above normal 
is accompanied by a decrease of 11 per cent in price. The values 
of production multiplied by price in both cases are illustrated in 
Table 2. 

TABLE 2.—Product of price multiplied by production when production is below 
and when production is above normal 

Produc- Cones hetaiage 
sponding 

terms of | Pricein | 9 Bie terms of culom 
norma. octal and price 

0. 90 1.13 1. 017 
1.10 . 89 . 979 

These conclusions may be applied to actual data by comparing 
the values of the large crops of 1902, 1904, 1905, and 1906, with the 
values of the small crops of 1901, 1903, 1907, and 1908. Table 3 

a Et L. Moore. Elasticity of demand and flexibility of prices. In Jour. Amer. Statis. Assoc., March, 

8 Holbrook Working. Factors determining the price of potatoes in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Minn. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Tech. Bul. 10. 1922. 
4 The value of, the base of the Naperian system of logarithms, is 2.7182818. The common logarithm 

of € is 0.4343. 
8 A suggestion has been made that these coincident curves do not exactly correspond to the economic 

concept of a demand curve and that the terminology used here may not be of the best. See Appendix B, 
p. 39, for reference on the subject of demand curves. 

47438°—25{—Bull. 1351——2 
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shows that, after the prices were adjusted for changes in the general 
ae level, the total value of the four large crops was $69,000,000 
ess than the total value of the four small crops. : 

TaBLE 3.—Value product of oats for large and small crop years 

Large crop years Small crop years 

: Nl 
Price Price 

Produc- | adjusted Produc- | adjusted 
Year tion, . for Value of Year tion, for Value of 

United | changes | product United | changes | product 
States | in price States | in price 

level ! level 1 
~ 

Million | Centsper| Million Million | Cents per| Million 
bushels bushel dollars : bushels bushel dollars 

MOODS 5 2 ac eh a2 1, 053 27 28441 s1001 2 ad 778 36 0 
LAE Ce A a oe a 1, 009 27 DAIPAN NAA WES Yess ae ne oe a 869 30 261 
OO Se: ee Ma ewe tees 1, 090 24 2627) e907 ee eS EEE ctx 805 35 282 
PONG tence eB) SO 1, 036 25 25961908 eke a nat 851 38 323 

AD UIC: sR Nee Selene (See eae 1, 077 Motali— ews |ha fk | 1, 146 

1 Price divided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics index number of all commodities, base 1890-1899, con- 
verted tothe crop year by averaging monthly relatives, July toJune. See Wholesale Prices 1890 to 1913. 
U.S. Bur. Labor Statis. Bul. 149, 1914. 

APPLICATION TO A COOPERATIVE MARKETING PROBLEM 

The foregoing study suggests a possible method of stabilizing 
oat prices. For 50 years farmers’ organizations in the United States 
have tried in a variety of ways, ranging from prohibition of future 
trading to monopoly control, to reduce the fluctuations in the prices 
of farm products. At the present time two of the chief purposes of 
the American Farm Bureau Federation are (1) to extend the cooper- 
ative marketing of farm products, and (2) so to estimate the effec- 
tive world supply of any farm product and so to regulate the flow 
to market as to eliminate sharp and extreme price fluctuations. 

During the period 1881 to 1913 the oat crops of the United States 
were above the trend of production 11 times, below the trend 14 
times, and about normal 6 times. There was no regularity in the 
sequence of large and small crops. Under the existing marketing 
system limited quantities of oats are carried from one crop year to 
the next. Carry-over figures® show that quantities consumed 
annually from 1896 to 1913 closely followed production and were 
not uniform from year to year. The question arises as to what 
would be the effect upon the gross value of oats if the surpluses from 
bounteous years were carried over to years in which the crop was 
small. 

The gross value of the oats consumed in the United States from 
1895 to 1913, on the basis of the December 1 farm price, was $5,964,- 
000,000.12 Assuming that price would have followed the trend of 
prices, 1895 to 1913, had the supply of oats put on the market been 
made to conform to the trend of production or consumption by 
carrying surpluses from years of overproduction to years of relative 
shortage, the most probable value of these crops is $6,135,000,000. 
The difference, or gain to the producers, is $171,000,000, or approxi- 
mately 9 cents a bushel for the carry over from surplus years. 

9 See footnote 13, p. 11. 10 See Table III, Appendix A, p. 29. 
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Using estimates for the period 1881 to 1913 and Chicago prices 
gave similar results. Of course, these findings are not conclusive, 
because at best they are estimates and because considerations such 
as local prices, differences due to grades, and cost of storage have 
not been taken into account. However, they do suggest that there 
is an economic basis for efforts to distribute the supply in a more 
orderly manner. 

MULTIPLE CORRELATION OF PRICE FACTORS 

Since a correlation high enough to furnish an accurate basis for 
forecasting prices can not be obtained by using production alone, 
it will be necessary to look for other factors that have an influence 
upon the price of oats and to measure their influence. Those factors 
which may be expected to have some effect include: (1) Changes 
in the general price level; (2) the year-to-year carry over of oats; 
(3) substitute crops, such as corn; and (4) production of oats in 
Canada. 

The effects of long-time changes in the general price level were 
taken account of to some extent in the first correlation by eliminating 
the long-time price trends. This is not an accurate method for the 
trend corresponds only roughly with the actual year-to-year changes 
in the price level. By the use of multiple correlation the general 
price level may be treated as a separate factor or variable, along with 
production and price. The annual carry over of oats, which is, in 
effect, merely an addition to the annual production, may be taken 
care of by adding it to the production for each year. 
A multiple correlation ' using (1) the percentage change in the 

price per bushel over the pace of the previous year, (2) the percentage 
change in the index number ” and (3) the percentage change in the 
United States production of oats plus carry over * gave a coefficient 
of 0.86. The inclusion of two additional factors has thus raised the 
coefficient by four points. The significance of a coefficient of multi- 
ple correlation differs somewhat irom that of a coefficient of simple 
correlation. It indicates the closeness of the relation between the 
dependent variable and the independent variables, but not the nature 
of the relationship, as does the coefficient of simple correlation. 
Accordingly, it is not accompanied by a positive or negative sign. 

Additional correlations, using the other factors mentioned, show 
that corn added as a fourth variable does not increase the coefficient 
of correlation. ‘This may be partly owing to the fact that the corn 
crop tends to be small when the oat crop is small and large when the 
oat crop is large. Using the index number of all commodities of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics in place of the index number of farm 
products gives a correlation that is still 0.86. Adding Canadian 
production to the above, as a fourth variable, does not raise the 
coefficient. The period covered in each of the correlations was 
1896 to 1922, with the omission of the crop years 1916, 1917, 1918, 
1919, and 1920. : 

11 The method of working out a correlation of three variables is explained in Table IV, Appendix A, p. 31. 
12 Theindex offarm products ofthe United States Bureau of Labor Statistics converted to the crop year, 

July to June, by averaging the monthly index numbers back to 1913. Previous to 1913 the annual index 
numbers fortwo calendar years were averaged to give anindex number for the crop year. 

13 Carry over includes old stocks of oats onfarms August 1, 1895 to 1923, obtained from the publication 
Weather Crops and Markets, United States Department of Agriculture, August 11 and 18, 1923, and the 
ee ple supply of oats on August 1, as reported by the Yearbooks ofthe United States Department of Agri- 
culture, 
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An estimating equation may now be calculated from the data 
which gives the highest correlation with price. The equation is 
t,=4.20+2.03 2,—1.16 a3. Here x, is the percentage change in 
price per bushel over that of the previous year; z, is the percentage 
change in the index number; and 2; is the percentage change in the 
production of the United States plus carry over." 

Figure 4 is a comparison of the annual prices as estimated from 
the equation just given and the actual prices during that period. The 
average error for the 22 years is 3.6 cents, or 9.8 per cent of the aver- 
age price. ; 2 

In the correlation just described changes in the price level were 
taken account of by using the index number of prices of farm products 
as a separate variable. Approximately the same results would be 

1896-97 1990-01 1905-06 191Q="Ih 1915-16 1920-21 

A comparison of the actual price of oats at Chicago with the price estimated by the use of the estimating 
formula 

Fic. 4.—The accuracy with which oat prices may be estimated by use of the formula developed in this 
bulletin is indicated. The inaccuracy during certain years may have been due to unusual changes in 
demand, to inaccuracy in the estimate of production, or to other factors not accounted for in the esti- 
mating equation 

secured by dividing the price of oats by the corresponding index 
number. 

The variables were expressed as percentage changes over the pre- 
ceding year because it was impossible to extend satisfactory trends 
through the waryears. The difficulty will be recognized by an inspec- 
tion of the price and production graphs in Figure1. A first difference 
or percentage change over the previous year is more or less free from 
cumulative error, and may be used satisfactorily in such a situation. 
Percentage changes, however, are subject to a type of error similar 
to that described by Fisher in “The making of index numbers,” # 
that is, rising prices tend to augment the percentage changes, whereas 
falling prices have an opposite effect. It may be possible to correct 
this error by the use of percentage changes over the average of the 
figures for the current and the preceding years. 
eR aL ye SS a aaa Et 

14 See Table V, Appendix A, p. 33, for the method of estimating prices by the use of an estimating 
equation. : : 

15 Jrvying Fisher. The making ofindex numbers. 1922, 
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That part of the change in price which has not been accounted for 
by the fnehors included in this correlation may be due to the inter- 
action of many factors, each in itself of minor importance. Unusu- 
ally large or small substitute crops may affect the price of_oats in 
some years; the estimates of production may not correspond to the 
actual production; industrial conditions may affect the price of oats 
in a way that is not accounted for by correcting for changes in the 
price level. Other methods of analysis may give more accurate 
results. 

SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN OAT PRICES 

The price of practically every farm product is subject to variations 
resulting from changes in the seasonal conditions of demand and 
supply. In most cases, as is especially true with those products 
which become marketable during a short period of the year, the in- 
fluence of the supply conditions predominates. In the case of prod- 

PER CENT 
OF YEARLY 
SALES 
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14 

Pe 
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8 
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4 

2 

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE 

Monthly marketings of oats by farmers in terms of percentages of the year’s sales 

Fic. 5—The heaviest marketings of oats come in August and September, immediately after the crop is 
threshed; the lightest marketings occur during seeding time in April. Prices show an opposite tend- 
ency, being lowest in August and September and highest in the spring 

ucts which are consumed more heavily at one time of the year than 
at another the conditions of demand may be of more importance. 
Thesupply of some products, such as meats, butter, and eggs, may be 
partially adjusted to meet seasonal changes in demand. 

The price of oats is subject to seasonal variations resulting prin- 
cipally from the fact that the supply becomes available for market 
during a short period of the year and must be carried at some expense 
throughout the crop year to meet the demands of consumers. The 
size of the crop also has an important influence upon the seasonal 
trend, as will be shown in the following pages. 

Table 4 gives the quantities of oats marketed monthly by farm- 
ers, with the percentage which each month is of the year’s sales. 
Figure 5 represents this graphically. It will beseen that the heaviest 
marketing comes in August, September, and October, with August 
leading during each of the five years. Table 5 shows that the lowest 
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prices have come at about the time of the heaviest marketing, during 
August and September, and that the highest prices have come 
oftenest in May and July.%®° This indicates that there may be a 
relationship between the quantities marketed and the price. If 
there is such a relationship, that is, if a large crop causes an undue 
depression in the price during the heavy marketing period, there 
should be a correspondingly large rise in price after the marketing 
period is over. This may bestudied by comparing the movement of 
prices after a large crop with the movement of prices after small and 
normal crops. é 

TaBLE 4.—Oats: Monthly marketings by farmers, 1916-1921 } 

Estimated quantity sold monthly by 
farmers of United States (millions of Per cent of year’s sales 
bushels) 

Month 

1916- | 1917— | 1918- | 1919 | 1920- | 5-yr. | 1916— | 1917- | 1918- | 1919- | 1920- | 5-yr. 
17 18 19 20 21 aver. 17 18 19 20 21- | aver. 

JWYeesi see 31 24 34 47 36 34 8.3 4.7 8.0] 14.4 8.3 8.7 
AVIPUSE see = 2 87 82 82 60 80 78 | 23.3] 16:4 |6t9.6 |) 18°43) 18.7 19.3 
September - _-_-_- 51 67 50 33 59 52) | esa Dal) 13. 5. peels 9) LO: Lass 12.5 
October. === 40 56 42 30 41 AI eG Atel 9.9 9. 2 9. 5 10.1 
November ---__- 30 38 30 19 24 28 8.0 ad. G73 5.8 5. 5 6.8 
December--_-__- 21 39 28 27 25 28 Rent 7.8 6.7 8.3 5.8 6.9 
Janiary "==. - 28 42 28 26 28 30 (Gas) 8.3 6.7 8.2 6.6 7.6 
February _-___- 20 40 19 21 28 26 5.3 8.0 4.5 6. 6 6.6 6.2 
Marches 20 35 23 16 26 24 5. 2 "Bal 5.5 4.9 6.0 Oia 
90) 1a ee es 14 33 27 14 20 22 3. 8 6.5 6.3 4.3 4.6 5.1 
Wis eee ee 17 20 29 17 29 22 4.4] ° 4.0 a.0 bre 6.8 5.5 
Srrige es en 16 24 28 15 34 23 4.3 4.9 vd 4.6 7.8 5.7 

nm oO 7 2) B ‘ 1 w =I or o S —) > i) i=) w ho on uw w oO i S rT Ss oO _ Ss So _ S So oO _ = i=) — Ss =) _ o o oO 

1U.S. Dept. Agr., Yearbook; 1921, p. 545. 

TaBLE 5.—Frequency in occurrence of lowest average monthly prices and of 
highest average monthly prices of oats, July to following June, for 33 years, 
1881 to 1914 

July | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May | June 

Times lowest --- 4 7 12 2 0 2 0 1 3 1 0 1 
Times highest _- 14 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 6 5 

Table 6 compares the September with the May prices during years 
(1) when production was about normal, as measured by the straight- 
line trend of production, (2) when production was 5 per cent or more 
below normal, and (3) when production was 5 per cent or more 
above normal. In the first group, including the 8 years about normal, 
the average rise from September to May was 5.9 cents, or 23.6 per 
cent over the September price. In the second group, including 11 
years with production below normal, the average rise was 6.3 cents, 
or 16.5 percent. In the third group, including 14 years when produc- 
tion was above normal, the average rise was 3.8 cents, or 14.9 per 
cent. These results would indicate that a large crop does not unduly 
depress the price during the heavy marketing season below a price 
fixed by the interaction of demand and supply throughout the 12 
months’ period of consumption. 

16 The high showing of prices in July can not, in most instances, be considered as due to the crop of the 
season in which it isincluded in this table, but to a relatively smaller crop of the preceding year. 
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The seasonal trend maybe calculated by averaging the monthly 
prices for the period 1881 to 1913 and correcting for the trend in 
prices. This will give a trend expressed in average monthly prices. 
This is not so useful for estimating purposes, however, as a seasonal 

CENTS 
PER BUSHEL 

11 Years when production was i 
5% or more below normal 

| 1 eee 
40 : 

33 Yeor Average 
3 5 188 /- 

30 

/4% Years wher production 
‘ was 5% or more 

above normal 

25 

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY 
Seasonal trends of oat prices for crops of difierent sizes, expressed in cents per bushel 

Fic. 6.—Although the seasonal trends in oat prices after August or September are very nearly the same, 
regardless of the size of the crop, the levels of prices are very different. Furthermore, the smaller the 
crop the sooner the price tends to rise after the decline in July and August due to heavy marketings 

index expressed in percentages. ‘Two methods of calculating such 
an index are illustrated in Table 7. 

Since it was found that there was considerable difference in the 
seasonal movement of prices during years of large crops as compared 
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Seasonal trends of oat prices for crops of different sizes, expressed as ratios to the April price 

Fia. 7.—Nearly all of the difference in the seasonal trends of oat prices as between crops of different sizes 
occurs during the growing and harvesting period 

with years of small crops, three seasonal trends were calculated, as 
given in Table 8. One is the trend for the entire period, the second 
for 14 years when production was above normal, and the third for 
11 years when production was below normal. These are illustrated 
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in Figure 6. Figure 7 represents ‘the average trends of prices for 
16 months during the growing and marketing period. Values are 
expressed as ratios to the beginning April price on the assumption | 
that this price is not influenced by the crop of that year. 

TaBLE 6.—Variations in oat prices, per bushel, September to the following May, 
1881-1913 

= : When production was When production was 
W pep precuelon was 5 per cent or more be- 5 per cent or more 

below normal above normal 

a 1 _ ! - ' 

Oo 
8 5) 5) = 2S & 

“ =) oa) = 5 Das = 5 ie 
fb) joy >) jor oO Year cas sg s Year | > g s! Year S|. 5 s 

a Ss ES aA | s Sie) Als eS 
i > a he oF = hi a Ui 
° oo 2 .3) bo 2 ro) on 2 
2 a an FOnalere ar aia rus 
Aig 7a fle Koes) a) € a2 
oO ag cS) Sg 5) 5 ag 
ek. oR ee eS oR 2/2 25 
o S a 3 rr) 5° ® i) a? 
mM i nN mM ic ™m mM Fy nm 

Ges GisalnGissiie: ct Gis.\"Cigsa| Cis= | Riict Cts.| Cts.| Cts.) 2°. ct 
1882-83_-| 33} 41] +8 |4+24.2 | 1881-82_-} 39] 53 | +14 |+35.9 | 1883-84_-} 27] 32] +5 /+18.5 
1896-97__| 16] 18} -+2 j+12.5 | 1890-91__| 37} 51 | +14 |+37.8 | 1884-85_-] 25] 35 | +10 |+40.0 
1897-98__} 20] 30} +10 /+50.0 | 1892-93__) 34] 31] —3] —8. 8] 1885-86_-| 25] 29] +4 |+16.0 
1898-99__} 21 | 27} +6 |+28.6 | 1893-94.-| 26| 35] +9 |+34.6] 1886-87-_] 25 | 26] +1] +40 

3 | 1887-88__| 25] 35} +10 |+40.0 
9 | 1888-89 -| -24 | 23 | —1) —42 

. 3 | 1889-90_-| 20) 28] +8 |+40.0 
1909-10" | 40.) 43) --3 | --7.5'| 1907-08--| 49) 53) =+-4] 48.2) 1891-92-_) 32) 31). =1 | —31 

1908-09_-; 50} 60 | +10 |+20.0/} 1895-96--| 20) 19} —1]} —5.0 
LAG ee aaa Ree +5. 9 |4+23. 6-| 1911-12__} 45] 56 | +11 |+24.4 | 1899-1900} 2 23 | -F-1 | 4.5 

1913-14__| 43), 41] —2]| —4.7 |} 1902-03_-| 29] 383] -+-4 |+13.8 
1905-06--| 26] 33] +7 |+26.9 

CAVE = a/R. =| See +6. 3 |+16.5 | 1910-11_-| 34] 35] +1) +29 
1912-13__-| 34] 39] +5 |+14.7 

1 Average monthly price. 

TaBLE 7.—Seasonal variations in prices of oats figured by two methods, 1895—96 
to 1912-13 

| 

Average of Seasonal indices 
Average Average | monthly eR eines Column 
price Bee Cc Ore: monthly ee per x IV 

tion for price ushel, eac rend divided 
Month bushel not | ‘trend |corrected| corrected Method | Method | ‘}y its 

corrected for trend | separately of oflink | average for trend feted averages? | relatives ag 

I II III IV V VI Vil VIII 

Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents 
September--------- 31. 83 +.715 32. 54 32. 5 33. 99 94 94 92 
October ole. 32. 53 +. 585 33. 12 33. 11 34. 12 95 96 94 

INGVEMper-=2---__ = 33. 00 +. 455 33. 46 BBL LYE 34. 25 96 96 95 
December____._-_- 34.93| +.325| 34.56 34.62 | 34. 38 100 98 98 
JAaAnNGAary. 20. 25.e_ =. 55. 18 +. 195 35. 38 35.37 | 34.51 102 100 100 
1s) a5 eee ee 35. 88 +. 065 35. 94 35. 94 34. 64 104 101 102 
Alarciimies ss Sore 36. 35 —. 065 36. 28 36.06 | 34.76 105 102 102 
Agia |Sar ss: aes 36. 65 —. 195 36. 46 36.45 | 34.89 105 104 103 
yee Ue eS 37. 41 —. 325 37. 08 37. 09 35. 02 107 106 105 

Jimorsne ia & ies 37. 65 —. 455 37. 20 37.19 ae bay 107 106 106 

dolyes oe 5-2 -_— 37.59 | —. 585 37. 00 37.12] 35.28 107 105 105 
August-_-_--------- 33. 88 =. 715 33. 16 33.76 | 35.41 96 95 96 

1 An average price would ordinarily be expressed to the nearest whole number, therefore, the correction 
for trend is of minor significance for practical uses. - 

2 Column I divided by Column V. For method of averages see Introduction to Economic Statistics, 
by G. R. Davies, 1922. : ; é 

3 For method oflink relatives see The Review of Economic Statistics, preliminary vol. 1, 1919. 
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~ Tasuie 8.—Seasonal price trends of oats, 1881 to 1913 

Seasonal prices 

when produc- | seasonal prices when produc- Average seasonal prices tion was 5 per : = 
1881-1914 em or ee Pe Ue ar Sie De DS) 

above norma 
trend 

Month 

Aver- Ratios | Aver- | Ratios} Aver- | qo,. Ratios 
age Correc-| Cor- | to sea- age to sea- BEC RA aaron Cor- | to sea- 

month-| tion for} rected | sonal | month-|] sonal | month- fo rected | sonal 
ly trend !j} price aver- ly aver- ly PL price | aver- 

price age price 2 age price age 

Cents | Cents | Cents Cents Cents | Cents | Cents 
aul yee is eee Saath oe 34.8 0. 06 34.7 | 105.8 Boe 115.8 38. 1 0. 04 38. 1 93.5 
NIWA? SE ate ON ae aes ol. 2 11 31.1 94.8 27.6 96. 6 Bini) 07 BY (57 91.3 
Sepia Gas enol: 30.5 17 30.3 92. 4 26.3 92.1 38. 5 11 38. 4 94, 2 
(OG Rue Mas TES eel 31.0 22 30.8 93.9 26. 4 92. 4 39. 4 14 39.3 96. 4 
ING = ale hg RON Sileat 27 31.4 95.7 27.4 95.9 cou 18 39.5 96. 9 
TD Yee alk Se ie peare eaia te Slat 33 32. 4 98.8 28.1 98.3 40.8 22 40. 6 99. 6 
Nici as RA A 33.0 38 32. 6 99. 4 28. 0 98. 0 41.2 25 41.0 100. 6 
Ii@) site Si Fe SE gL 33. 6 . 44 Sone! |) LOI 2 28. 4 99. 4 41.8 . 29 41.5 101.8 
Dea retirees epee tive <a 33.9 . 50 33.4 | 101.8 28. 0 98. 0 42.7 EB 42. 4 104. 0 
PAN re suman tek We ete 34. 7 BOD 34.1] 104.0 28.8 | 100.8 44.0 36 43.6 106. 9 
Wisin seem owas 2 35. 6 . 61 SOROF a LOGsid SOS aL Os, 3 44.7 . 40 44.3 108. 7 
ETO Be Soe set ee I 315), 3 66 34.6 | 105.5 30.7 | 107.4 43.7 . 43 43.3 106. 2 

PASVICH ARC mee pial yamine me SY OOaS Sama. DRWG ibaa ea ei ee Sie ees AON Sp | py eeeaen 

1 The correction for trend is little greater than the probable error of the price arrived at by averaging 
weekly high and low quotations. 

2 The correction for trend is negligible—only 0.12 cents per year. 

In order to see how closely the 33-year seasonal average reflects 
price movements for any one month, the standard deviations of the 
monthly averages have been calculated. (See Table 9.) These 
show that the September price is most accurately measured by the 
average price for that month, for the deviations of prices during 
that month from the average price have been least. The May price 
has the greatest deviation from its average. 

APPLICATION OF SEASONAL TREND IN ESTIMATING PRICE 

After having estimated the annual average price an index of 
seasonal price movements may be used for two purposes: To deter- 
mine whether the price for any given month is above or below the 
normal level of seasonal prices and to indicate the probable trend of 
prices during the following months of the crop year. For these 
purposes the ratios of monthly average prices to the yearly average 
are most useful. (See Table 8.) These should be used with refer- 
ence to whether the crop is about normal, below normal, or above 
normal, the normal production being represented by a trend which 
indicates as accurately as possible the general direction in which 
production is going. A price at the beginning of the crop year, 
then, which seems considerably above the normal seasonal price as 
indicated by the ratio for the given month, may be expected to fall 
below the estimated seasonal price before the end of the crop year. 

47438°—25{—Bull. 13513 
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TABLE 9.—Average monthly prices of oats, 1881-1913, and their standard 
deviations 

: Standard ; : Standard 
Month Price deviation | Month Price |deviation 

Cents Cents =! 
Aig ee SE Pe en eee le 34.8 NOt Phe bnUany =e ae BBE) 9.6 
PACT ETIS Geren se ets ead ae 31.2 S567 ||PNlarch Pee sas Clee err | eee 33. 9 10.0 
NOMLOUNDCI 4 teen ee 30.5 SHAS) AOI eect acta coer 2 eo 34. 6 | 10. 2 
ROG OC ee ee a ee 31.0 SOU fal HET KC Ya gcd aaa a ee a 35. 6 | 10.3 
Alavemiser 20) «Pesos 2 31.7 Sah cll unpeee eeeeeee Re 2 Sino! 9,7 
mMecemberc 2-22 ses he) eT STs Sy oe a 
ANAT oe shee ay ee ed 33.0 9.3 || ‘Hntire period. - = 72 -_ 33. 0 8.8 

With reference to this subject, Working says: 1” 
A properly adjusted price would remain the same throughout the season, 

except for a gradual advance to cover cost of storage, and would maintain a 
fairly uniform consumption throughout the season. But since an abnormally 
high price early in the season causes small consumption, it must be compensated 
by an abnormally low price during the remainder of the season or not all the 
crop can be sold. 

Similarly, he says that if the price is abnormally low early in the 
season the supply will be exhausted too rapidly, and for the resulting 
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A comparison of the United States production of oats and the September price 

0 

Fic. 8.—The inverse relation between the production of oats and the September price is clearly shown, 

small supply later in the year abnormally high prices will be paid, 
the result being that, although the price at any one time may differ 
from the normal price justified by demand and supply conditions, the 
average price for a season will come very close to the normal.!® This 
statement regarding potato prices may likewise be applied to oat 
prices, with the modification that variations in the carry over of 
oats may cause the influence of one crop to extend into the following 
season. 

SEPTEMBER PRICE AS A BASIS FOR ESTIMATING SEASONAL PRICES 

The fact that the standard deviation of the September price from 
the average for the period studied is less than that of any other month 
and less than that of the average annual price suggests that it may 

17 See footnote 5. i Pape ee 
18 Another method of taking account of seasonal variation is to correlate prices of each month with the 

price-making factors. 
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be more accurate as a basis for estimating the seasonal trend of prices 
than is the average annual price heretofore used. That the Sep- 
tember price can be predicted with greater accuracy than the annual 
price is shown by the fact that a correlation coefficient of —0.85 is 
obtained when the year-to-year changes in the September cash price 
are correlated with the changes in the final estimate of oat production 
of the Department of Agriculture as compared with a coefficient of 
— 0.82 when the annual price is used. If to the production figure is 
added the carry over from the previous year, and changes in this new 
figure representing supply are correlated with changes in the Sep- 
tember price, a coefficient of —0.91 is obtained. Figure 8 repre- 
sents graphically the close relationship between production and the 
September price. 

DISCUSSION OF METHOD 

As indication of the relative effectiveness of using percentage 
changes as compared with absolute changes in correlating the Sep- 
tember price with production plus carry over, four correlations were 
carried out, using different combinations of the two methods. The 
resulting coefficients are given in Table 10. 

TaBLE 10.—Correlation of changes in September price and production plus carry 
over of oats, 1896 to 1913 

. 

Coeffi- | Standard 
Variables cient error 

(a) Price: Percentage change over that of the preceding year______________________-- \ —0. 74 Cas 1 
(b) Production plus carry over: Percentage change over that of the preceding year _-_ : ; 
(a) Price: Change in cents per bushel over that ofthe preceding year___-___________- —.90 3.8 
(6) Production and carry over: Percentage change over that ofthe preceding year-_-_ 7 ' 
(a) Price: Change in cents per bushel over that ofthe preceding year______________- 
(6) Production plus carry over: Percentage change over the average figure of the |; —.90 3. 8 
BRE cedmpryandrcniremtpye arsine oe ke ee ie VO he el ee 
()mEniceChangeimicents per bushels: 809 isi is BU i gee lb \ —.91 3.5 
(0) Production plus carry over: Change in tens of millions of bushels___.__--__-___- ; ‘ 

— 

1 Approximate standard error 18.6+-per cent of average price, 33 cents. 

A correlation using absolute changes (first differences) does not 
require the elimination of a straight-line trend which may be present, 
for this method of correlation is itself a method of eliminating such 
trends, owing to the fact that the trend affects the change from year 
to year by a constant amount. Adding a constant to a series does 
not affect the deviations from the average of the series, since each 
item is increased as much as any other and the relationship between 
them remains the same.”® It is necessary, however, in first difference 
correlations, to make corrections for nonlinear trends which may 
disturb the price series, either by dividing each price item by its 

18 A correlation for the period 1895 to 1915 gives a coefficient of 0.94 when the September cash price, the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics all-commodities index number for September, and the final estimates of pro- 
duction plus carry over were correlated as changes over the values for the preceding years. Expressing 
changes in the average September price in cents per bushel as 2; changes in the index number as #2; and 
changes in the estimated production, plus old stocks on farms August 1, plus visible supply July 1, in 
10,000,000 of bushels, as 73, the estimating equation is 710.388 r2—0.446 73. Applying this equation to 
the 20 years covered by the correlations, an average error of 3 cents per bushelin predicting the September 
price isfound. This may be compared with the average error of 3.6 cents in predicting the annual price. 
(See p. 12.) The error isless than 3 cents for 13 of the 20 years. 

270B. B. Smith. The use of punched card tabulating equipment in multiple correlation problems; 
collected and prepared for the use ofstatisticians of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 1923. Mimeographed. 
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corresponding index number or by using first differences of the index 
number as a separate variable in the correlation with first differences 
of price uncorrected. This was done in all the correlations men- 
ened using either an all-commodity index or a commodity gfoup 
index. 

With no correction for the nonlinear trend in the series of Septem- 
ber prices, 1901 to 1921, the correlation with production plus carry 
over resulted in a coefficient of only —0.43. Dividing the price 
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics index number of all commodities 
for September resulted in a correlation of —0.73. Using first differ- 
ences of this index number as a separate variable, instead of dividing 
the price by the index number, raised the correlation to —0.86, 
In this case the latter method gave better results. 

FUTURE PRICES AND CONDITION REPORTS AS PRICE INDICATORS 

During the growing season, when the price forecaster must esti- 
mate supply as well as demand and when the price of oats is being 
influenced by the past year’s crop as well as by the crop which is 
maturing, the movement of prices is most difficult to predict. Two 
indicators of price movements are available to farmers during this 
hare (1) The condition reports for the oat crop issued periodically 

the United States Department of Agriculture; and (2) the price 
of September futures, which represents the best opinion of the grain 
trade as to the probable September cash price. 

The Department of Agriculture issues in the spring a preliminary 
estimate of acreage planted and early in June issues the first of a 
series of monthly condition reports and production forecasts. Early 
in March an estmate of stocks of oats on farms is published. A final 
estimate of acreage, yield, and production is made in December. 
These data are among those used by dealers in oats to estimate the 
probable future prices. 

Future prices are quoted throughout the year for oats to be 
delivered during specified delivery months, usually September, 
December, May, and July. It may thus be said that the oat crop 
is bargained for on the grain exchanges before it is planted, and at 
the time of harvest sales and purchases are made for delivery eight 
or nine months later. The fact that in making these sales for future 
delivery grain men must look ahead and estimate the probable price 
conditions at the date of delivery results in making the prices of 
oat futures an indicator of future cash prices. Just how good an 
indicator they are can be established by correlating future prices 
with cash prices during the corresponding delivery months. 

RELATION OF FUTURE PRICES TO SUPPLY AND TO CASH PRICES 

The quantity of new oats harvested ordinarily determines in large 
measure not only the September cash price of oats but also the Sep- 
tember price of ee futures. As compared with the —0.91 correla- 
tion between September cash price and the new supply of oats, the 
correlation between the September price of May futures and the new 
supply of oats is — 0.98; that is, prices of May futures are strongly 
influenced by the supply of oats available in September. By May, 
however, the closeness of agreement between cash prices and the 
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supply of oats apparent in September has become diminished some- 
what, for it is measured by a coefficient of — 0.87. 

The correlation between visible supply plus stocks on farms March 
1 and the May cash price is — 0.85, whereas consumption to March 1 
seems to maintain a practically constant relationship to production— 
the correlation between final estimate of production plus carry over 
and the stocks on farms plus visible supply March 1 is +0.97. Thus 
the September price of May futures, although closely in line with 
production and carry over at the end of the harvest, may be some- 
what out of line with the cash price which has come to prevail in 
May. 
a: between May and the following September a somewhat similar 

but more complex condition exists. For a period of 18 typical years, 
1896 to 1913, inclusive, the May prices of September futures were in 
line neither with the quantity of new oats yet to be matured and 
harvested nor with the September cash prices. The correlation 
between May prices of September futures and final estimates of the 
new crop is measured by a coefficient of +0.31.7 Instead of showing 
the negative relationship usually assumed between production and 
price, this coefficient indicates a slight tendency for May prices of 
eptember futures to be high when the new crop is large, and vice 

versa.” It suggests, therefore, that the size of the new crop has no 
significant effect as early as May upon prices of contracts for future 
delivery. May prices of September futures appear in fact to be 
influenced more by prevailing cash prices than by any other factor. 

As the season progresses, however, and as forecasts of the new 
crop become more and more accurate, prices of September futures 
are gradually adjusted toward the average September cash price, 
until in August the average price of September futures corresponds 
very closely with the September cash price. The closeness of agree- 
ment at this time is measured by a coefficient of +0.95. The relation 
between the price of September futures and the August cash price is 
measured by a smaller coefficient, + 0.86, showing that the September 
cash price can be predicted more accurately from the August price of 
September futures than from the August cash price. 

Table 11 shows the gradually increasing closeness of the relation- 
ship between cash and future prices as the harvest season approaches. 
The variables in these correlations are expressed in terms of changes 
in cents per bushel over the corresponding months of preceding years. 
These coefficients indicate the increasing accuracy with which Sep- 
pet cash prices can be estimated from the prices of September 
utures. 

RELATION BETWEEN CROP CONDITION ESTIMATES AND PRODUCTION 

In recent years the United States Department of Agriculture has 
published monthly forecasts of production for the principal grains, 
including oats, during the latter part of the growing season. These 
are available for only a part of the period covered in this study, but 

21 The correlation between corresponding changes in the May price of September futures and the Sep- 
tember cash price is measured by a coefficient of —0.03. 

22 This positive correlation is probably due to some tendency for a large crop to be followed by a small 
one, and vice versa, and not to any real relation between the May price of September futures and the size 
of the new crop. Since the May price of September futures is influenced more by the size of the preceding 
‘crop than by any other factor, the actual relation measured by the correlation coefficient is that between 
the crop of one year and a price based on the crop of the preceding year. 
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condition estimates were available from 1890. to date. A study of the 
relation between the condition estimates and the final estimate of 
production for the years 1896-1913 showed that the condition esti- 
mates came more and more to agree with the final estimate of pro- 
duction as the harvest season approached. Since there is alee 
relationship between the final estimate of production plus carry over 
and the September price, as indicated by a correlation coefficient of 
+0.91, the coefficients can be taken as approximately measuring the 
increasing accuracy with which the September price could be esti- 
mated from the monthly condition estimates, using condition esti- 
mate in place of production as one factor in the estimating equation. 

The monthly forecasts of production during the growing season, 
which are available since 1912, make it unnecessary to take account 
of condition estimates in predicting the September price, for the 
forecasts of production can be used directly in the estimating equa- 
tion. These production estimates would undoubtedly be more 
accurate than the condition estimates, though their relative accurac 
as the harvest season approached would approximately compare wit 
the coefficients in Table 11. The variables are expressed in terms of 
changes over preceding years. The unit employed for condition 
estimates is that used by the Department of Agriculture. 

TaBLeE 11.—Correlation of September future prices of oats during the growing 
season with cash prices in September 

‘ 

September cash price correlated with— Coat. 

SRR SpRP RE IEEE UCSTIUCE TUNECS o6 fn 0 | on we na nee See ee eee ee eee | —0. 03 
SCI RICE OT SEISLOIM GE PUL TICS. 62 ers se pues aul tee a gl pe ee +. 25 
Bereusn nicest sop bold DOD LL GULES see ere 2 ee ee ee ee +.79 
eT Ise pL Gos OlSep bell ber 1ULULeS=~. 22 Lt Soe IE Cc el Oe eee +. 95 

TaBLE 12.—Correlation coefficients of preliminary condition and final production 
estimates of oats, 1896-1913 } 

Final production estimate correlated with— Cree 

PereCaMOsuinn CShWN Ale. - 222 Es 3s oak sabe see bah Sete on ea te ee eek ok +0. 45 
rrEMTECOH UI LIOTLCSULITLALG <2 see en ae ae anaes Ha eee ee cane mete eee Ue +.77 
Pane ICRPEMR ALLEY ENLACH AUS > ee ashe ee fee oes ee ae seat eee +. 86 
PPE RPECT CIO ES LIM ALG Sf 5 SoS a ae eS a en ee en ee +. 94 

1 In these correlations changes in acreage are not taken into account. When preliminary estimates of 
acreage are multiplied by September estimates of condition for the period 1896 to 1922, inclusive, and the 
result correlated with the final estimates of production for the same period, a higher coefficient is obtained, 
+0.97. All variables were expressed as changes from the corresponding months of preceding years. 

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING FUTURE PRICES 

The conclusions from this part of the study may be summarized in 
two brief statements: 

Both cash and future prices of oats are highly sensitive to changes 
in the supply of oats when the supply is known. 

Future prices, unlike cash prices, anticipate supply. Conse- 
uently, future prices which span the gap between one crop year and 

the next vary, as a rule, as widely from cash prices at the time of 
delivery as forecasts of production and carry over at the time con- 
tracts are made vary from the final measure of supply. 
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_ Three significant relationships between cash and future prices have 
been brought out: 

(1) May prices of September futures are strongly influenced by 
prevailing Nha cash. prices. 

(2) May cash prices of oats conform to supply of oats as measured 
by the production plus carry over of the previous fall. 

(3) September cash prices conform to supply as measured by the 
size of the new crop and carry over. 
By virtue of these facts, cash prices in May following a large crop 

and carry over of the previous fall will tend to be relatively low, and 
consequently the May prices of September futures will be lower than 
the cash prices in September, unless the new crop also is unusually 
large. 
Fi arerer. the fact that in years when the supply of oats is above 

normal, as indicated by the straight-line trend of production plus 
carry over, May prices of September futures are below cash prices of 
the following September, does not necessarily mean that in these 
years it will always pay to hold oats from May to September. May 
prices are normally above September cash prices because of the 
expense of carrying oats from September to May. 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF WHEAT PRICES 

EXTENT OF WHEAT MARKET, AND ITS INFLUENCE ON CHICAGO PRICE 

The price of wheat, unlike that of oats, is determined in large 
measure in the world market by the world crop. This fact is brought 
out by a study of the extent of the market and by correlations showing 
the degree of relationship between the Chicago price of wheat and the 
production of wheat in the United States and in the world. 

Table 13 gives an idea of the extent of the market by showing the 
principal countries which import and export wheat, with average 
imports and exports of wheat and flour tor the period 1909-10 to 
1913-14. The United States during this period was the second most 
important exporting country, exceeded only by Russia in the volume 
of exports. The fact that the United States must seek a foreign 
market for a large part of its wheat crop, where its wheat comes into 
competition with wheat from other parts of the world, would suggest 
that the production in other countries should have considerable influ- 
ence upon the price of wheat in this country. 

Correlations given in Table 14 show that the influence of the crop 
of the United States upon the price of wheat at Chicago is measured 
by a coefficient of only —0.32, whereas the influence of the crop of the 
entire world is measured by a coefficient of —0.71. The table shows 
also that the price of wheat is influenced to some extent by the pro- 
duction of rye. The Chicago price is very closely related to the price 
at Liverpool. as indicated by a coefficient of +0.93 when the prices at 
these two markets are correlated during the period 1890 to 1921. 
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TaBLE 13.—Wheat, including flour: International trade, average of years 1909-10 
to 1913-14 

Principal importing countries Principal exporting countries 

| 
Country Imports | Exports Country | Imports | Exports 

ie ee se 

1,000 1,000 1,000 | 1,006 
: bushels | bushels bushels | bushels 

Wnited Kingdom. 22). 2.22. 220, 570 BLOOM AR SSL avepes mete ee Eee oe 556 | 164, 862 
SH EIETO EES 10 0/5 ep ae ole ar 91, 338 2352644 RO MIGeG MS LALGS aces ee 1, 607 110, 076 
MBH erlANnGds: 2's Set tals 80, 702 5RL4a St eGanadat cp eee err Feb the 448 | 95, 828 
13s Eo Vet) See ee eee 73, 398 2340455}|) ATPenbIN ait soe ee ee 3 | 95, 243 
1 RD Sy) SRS Se ORR ee ee eee 56, 784 SNGS2a RUM AN At eA eee wee “_ 196 54, 630 
ID RAG sD eee 44, 822 152034] SBrMtashyln dias. Ae ee 208 | 49, 889 
iB TRE Chil ce Shes iy a ee 20° 495ui Le See FAMISET Leaks ene ee een ene eS 7 49, 732 
Sumlnzeniangde!2 oe ge tS 16, 937 1431) Em gary ae tee ee 7, 214 49, 116 
ATER ire ES Se 11, 402 S70 OB ules te aet os eae ag | 11, 182 
LDPE N71 Bik pee seit de Is a 8, 244 59. ||| Adem sos) Nes Ee Ee eR 639 | 5, 936 
TR AMT Gir el Ma a eee ee (2450 5974 ;C es es OOP BE ek ee 170 | 2, 593 
SiN GUC CET a a 7, 080 23 
Union of South Africa!______- 6, 274 253 
Sho 2 ee 6, 262 7 

1 Calendar years, 1909 to 1922. 
2 Years ended June 30. 

International Institute of Agriculture, except figures with footnotes 1 and 2, which are compiled from 
official sources. 

TaBLE 14.—Correlation coefficients relating to the price of wheat } 

Coeffi- 
Item cient 

Ratio of price of wheat correlated with: ? 
Period 1891-1913, inclusive— 

Raion waited States production of wheat: .:2-L22205 22. ee a aes | —0. 32 
HaAnMomumorG productioniol wheat. 2-2-0 # = es oe ee 2 ee ee ee —.71 
Ratioorworld production plus world carry Overi222. 22-322 ee eee —.80 

Multiple correlation— 
(a) Ratio of world production plus world carry over--.--...-.-------------_------------ \ 86 
eaten world production: of rye:. 3. oF ee eee f 3 

Period 1900-1914— 3 | 
atom LywOLlG: productionmon Danley. ee See re ee ee ee ee —.44 
Haroun world production’ of potatoes 48! M2 ss ee ee eee —. 29 

1 All variables are expressed as ratios to their straight-line trends. 
2 Ratio of Chicago average crop-year price per bushel of wheat, divided by the Bureau of Labor Statis- 

tics farm products index, to the straight-line trend of price so corrected. 
World production statistics of barley are available only from 1894, and of potatoes only from 1900. 

A coefficient of net correlation shows the effect of one independent 
variable in a multiple correlation upon the dependent variable when 
the other independent variables are held constant. The coefficient 
of net correlation between the ratio of price and the ratio of United 
States production is —0.47, as compared with a coefficient of —0.66 
for the net correlation between the ratio of price and the ratio of pro- 
duction outside of the United States. This shows that the wheat 
crop of the remainder of the world has a greater net effect upon the 
price of wheat at Chicago than has the production of wheat in the 
United States. 

The meaning of these coefficients is suggested by the fact that 
prices of wheat declined following the short United States crop of 
1893 when world production was large, whereas they rose after the 
short crops of the United States and of the world, 1907, 1908, and 
1911, and declined again in 1913 when the crop of the United States 
was normal and the world crop was large. 
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Table 15 shows the coefficients of correlation resulting from the 
use of different methods of treating the variables, as in the study of 
prices of oats. It will be seen that with wheat the results were ap- 
proximately the same in the three cases. 

NOTES ON METHOD 

As a study of wheat and oat prices has expanded, so also has the 
statistical technique employed been adapted to new uses. At the 
beginning, for example, variables were expressed as ratios to trends. 
Later, variables expressed as percentage changes over the preceding 
year were used for comparisons extending through and beyond the 
period of the World War, because straight-line trends could not be 
satisfactorily extended through that period. 

TaBLe 15.—Table of coefficients of multiple correlation relative to wheat prices, 
pertod 1895 to 1914 

Dependent variable Independent variables ee 

(6) Ratio of world production plus carry over of wheat to 
ht-] d ; : ea its straight-line trend. 

(a) Ratio of price divided by farm : : ; : ees 
pro ducts rel ative to its straight- Oe of world pene of barley to a straight-line 0.83 

HOS URN, (d) Ratio of world production of rye to its straight-line 
trend. 

‘(b) Ratio of world production plus carry over of wheat to 
: , Aba: the same of preceding year. 

(a) Ratio of price divided by farm : ee ; out 
products relative to the same of (c) Ratio of world production of barley to that of preceding 82 

é year. 
the preceding year. (d) Ratio of world production of rye to that of the preced- 

ing year. 
(6b) Ratio of farm products index number to that of preced- 
ing year. 

(c) Ratio of world production plus carry over of wheat to 
(a) Ratio of price, uncorrected, to the same of the preceding year. 89 
that of preceding year. (d) Eee of world production of barley to that of the pre- e 

ceding year. 
(e) Ratio of world production of rye to that of the preced- 
ing year. 

On page 12 it was suggested that variables be expressed as per- 
centage changes over the average of the figures for the preceding and 
current years. Finally variables expressed as simple changes in 
cents, tens of millions of bushels, and points of an index have come 
to be used. Table 10 shows that for the purpose at hand variables 
expressed in this way were relatively accurate as well as simple, 
direct, and convenient. 

No generalizations are made to show the superiority of any method. 
In one case it may be desirable to sacrifice exactness for the sake of 
simplicity; in another inaccuracy may be too high a price to pay for 
simplicity; whereas in some instances simplicity may accord with 
the greatest accuracy. In the first part of the bulletin straight-line 
trends were used because they best described the data. Linear com- 
parisons were used in relating oat prices to production because, for 
the data at hand, curves suggested but shehtly closer agreement and 

involved considerably more work. For expressing seasonal variation 
the Heo of link relatives and averages gave closely comparable 
results. 
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Higher coefficients of correlation were obtained when a farm- 
products index was used to correct for changes in the price level, than 
when an all-commodities index was used. : 

“Index numbers made from the prices of raw materials or of raw 
materials and slightly manufactured products must be expected to 
show wider oscillations than index numbers including a liberal repre- 
sentation of finished commodities,” says Mitchell.?? Thus the farm 
products relative would be expected to vary more than the index 
number of all commodities, which is desirable for the purposes of a 
price study. 

The fact that the farm-products relative is more susceptible to 
change caused by changes in the demand for farm products as a 
eroup is an argument in favor of this relative for purposes of estimat- 
ing the price of wheat or oats. On the other eee the fact that 
wheat and oats have more influence to change the index number of 
farm products than to change the index of all commodities is an 
argument against using the farm-products index for price estimating 
porpor. 

The combination of an index of manufactured products to reflect 
changes in the purchasing power of money and some index to reflect 
changes in demand for the product under consideration should be 
more accurate for purposes of price estimating than either the farm- 
products or the all-commodities index. 

There was little difference in the correlation coefficients when the 
index number was run as a separate variable and when prices cor- 
rected by the index number were correlated directly. In most cases 
the index number was run as a separate variable because this method 
was more direct. 

23 W.C. Mitchell. Index numbers of wholesale prices in the United States and foreign countries. 1921. 
U.S. Bur. Labor Statis. Bul. 284. 
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APPENDIX A 

OAT AND WHEAT STATISTICS AND CALCULATIONS 

TaBLeE I.—Trend of oat production in the United States 1881 to 1913 

y 7 Straight- 

Year Produc- | Origin a) ry ne read 
tion ! 1897 19132 

Million Million 
bushels bushels 

TESTS A eS es OS Fong 8 a ee aS 416 —16 256 | —6, 656 496 
TURES See eS es PIS TR PAA 2 Rr a ee cdg 488 —15 225 | —7,320 516 
TSN yee Le eg ah Tp 77 cee Uae a 571 —14 196 | —7, 994 536 
FSS Sa tc oe pen RE REN 2 ce MS AN idl I Ce es 1 583 —13 169 | —7, 579 556 
TSNSYES Se 2 ae IC Rp A ACO pe ee 629 —12 144 | —7, 548 576 
TCISD oe NY So 624 —l1 121 —6, 864 596 
DS Fe al Se oI Seah RD car PS a 659 —10 100 —6, 590 616 
TASS TU TS AI ae EI Ce ee Pg 701 —9 81} —6, 309 636 
LSC OMe meeten ae PS RS 751 —8 64 | —6, 008 656 
TES 9 (Renee ea eee hia MS ad ea a 523 —7 49 | —8, 661 676 
HL ee apes eh ela tenis ahr eS Ae ee oleh OD SP 738 —6 36 | —4, 428 696 
TROD etperemeeeien esters dan Me A on AE a 661 —5 25 | —8, 305 716 
FSO peer tereeiar es eameegt hens eat sae te ue ee 639 —4 16 —2, 556 736 
SGA Dawe eh hc A See SP ot Ip Leese SPL A oe 662 —3 9] —1, 986 756 
TRO Bas aR iy SA Pe Ry TO ae 824 —2 4 —1, 648 776 
TES a oe ESS 6 peo Sea 780 —1 1 —780 796 
RSC eeepc te Meek eeON ERR ere as he ee MRT a 791 0 0 0 3 816 
SOS err eye eiipedn a aia IS es AS att eg eS 843 +1 il +843 836 
19 Gara i ice eR cuca Se a AEN OE EER 8 926 +2 4-| +1, 852 856 
TOYO) Ss ae RL A AES i SS a Tica ne ae eg ee Oh 914 +3 9 +2, 742 876 
TQS wea 2 SE 7 ee eee a ee RR 778 +4 16} +8, 112 896 
TAG (Day malian enn tora ee cul adiiaes gape ON Py OH SET Ne ae 1, 053 +5 25) ||.) +55, 265 916 
1G () Seen Sa nema ieee. mia er ie CRE ei 869 +6 36 | +5, 214 936 
1G ()4 pe ane RPS Mh Pee acer aire ice Ne ee a be 1,009 | . +7 49 | +7, 063 956 
TOD ya ee ee TE 1, 080 +8 64 | +8, 720 976 
TG OB ee Aes es TON DSi See cee COU nee ars Om emer a 1, 036 +9 81 | +9, 324 996 
BG) () (pape eee NaN ee ROMS boa Habeniind po pte es eT a 805 +10 100 +8, 050 1, 016 
HIG) ee pue pene aIe eee todo. OE ie as 851 +11 121} +9, 361 1, 036 
FIDE) Ss eae 3 ek UR a SN Cie a pes oe ee eae 1, 068 +12 144 | +12, 816 1, 056 
GN Rebieeae eee ROS My ea A eee Oa Rh 1, 186 +13 169 | +15, 418 1, 076 
HUST  Ss  AS CT  c o e  o 922 +14 196 | +12, 908 1, 096 
FOND empha ape sma et OVEN hat A lye POT a A a 1, 418 +15 225 | +21, 270 1, 116 
NO a Ae peeaU ener eae Ne) iY be 1, 122 +16 256 | +17, 952 1, 136 

BT tr len epepente erie ae sa. Mine okt ry 26, 930 2, 992 |+141, 910 
IASVCLAG Cie UNE nr ny Lal oud: wea es ee EG 816 —81, 232 

SULT ean eC Meme eee PE WER a a mY Sa +60, 678 

Slopes (GU G7Sudivadedtby-2:992) eos ee ee as ee = +20 

1U.S. Dept. Agr. Yearbooks. 
2 For discussion of method see A Study of Statistical Method, by W. M. Persons in Review of Economic 

Statistics, preliminary vol. 1, 1919; Graphical and Mechanical Computation, by Joseph Lipka, 1918; 
Introduction to Economic Statistics, by G. R. Davies, 1922; or other standard texts dealing with the method 
of least squares. 

3 Average. 
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TaB LE II.—Correlation of Chicago price and United States production of oats 

United States produc- Chicago price per Variation from 
tion bushel mean 

Year | x? y3 zy 
Straight] Ratio | , .4,./Straight] Ratio |P!dUC| price 

Total | line to line ratios ratios 
trend | trend trend | trend x y 

oe 

Million | Million 
bushels | bushels Cents| Cents 

TESS bs aS el 416 496 0. 84 47 36.0] 1.30 —0.16 | +0.30 | 0.0256 | 0.0900 |—0. 0480 
le er ae 488 516 . 95 37 35. 3 1. 05 —. 05 +. 05 . 0025 . 0025 | —. 0025 
tse Shek = aaa ae 571 536 1. 07 31 34. 6 90 +. 07 —.10} .0049 . 0100 | —. 0070 
1:01, OS See ee ae 583 556 1.05 29 34. 0 85 +. 05 —.15 . 0025 0225 | —. 0075 
Chin ees ee 629 576 1. 09 28 Bone 84 +. 09 —.16} .0081 0256 | —. 0144 
NBS Gage oe es 624 596 1. 05 25 32:5 77 +. 05 —. 23 . 0025 0529 | —. 0115 
POS (ee Fe 2 659 616 1. 07 30 31.2 96 +. 07 —. 04 . 0049 0016 | —. 0028 
NSSSe i: Ope 701 636 1.10 24 30. 5 . 79 +. 10 —. 21 . 0100 0441 | —. 0210 
TSS hap ie eS tee 751 656 1.14 24 29.8 . 81 +. 14 —.19 . 0196 0361 | —. 0266 
1Ro\3) 4 eee ee Ses 523 676 Sit 43 29. 0 1. 48 —. 23 +. 48 . 0529 2304 | —. 1104 
RO leas Ea: 738 696 | 1.06 31 28:3 |, 1-10 +.06} +.10] . 0036 0100 | +. 0060 
TROD Bo 661 716 . 92 30 27.5 1. 09 —.08 +. 09 . 0064 0081 | —. 0072 
AROS? cae eB 639 736 87 31 26.8} 1.16 —.13| +.16] .0169 0256 | —. 0208 
PROS ep = ba. 662 756 88 28 26. 1 1. 07 —.12 +. 07 . 0144 0049 | —. 0084 
PROS ee ae 824 776 | 1.06 19 25. 3 .75 +.06} —.25] .0036 0625 | —. 0150 
ARB G soet ss Le ae. 2 : 780 796 98 18 23. 6 76 —.02} —.24] .0004 0576 | +. 0048 
TESS) ieee eee si 791 816 97 24 25. 0 . 96 —. 03 —. 04 . 0009 0016 | +. 0012 
PSORS 452 Beas Ss 843 836 | 1.01 25 26. 4 . 95 +.01} —.05] .0001 0025 | —. 0005 
BOO se he ee 926 856 1. 08 23 27.8 . 83 +. 08 —.17 . 0064 0289 | —. 0136 
O11 eens Se 914 876} 1.04 25 29. 2 . 86 +.04! —.14] .0016 0196 | —. 0056 
POU es 2 Ey 778 896 87 42 30. 6 |: 1. 37 —.13 | +.37] .0169 1369 | —. 0481 
HOOD Seek eae 9 1, 053 916} 1.15 33 32.0] 1.03 +.15 | +.03]} .0225 0009 | +. 0045 
TCTs eae eee ee 869 936 . 93 38 33.4 | 1.14 —.07} +.14] .0049 0196 | —. 0098 
19045 225. boses 3 1, 009 956 | 1.06 30 34.8 . 86 +.06} —.14] .0036 0196 | —. 0084 
1905. 2 = UBS 1, 090 976} 1.12 31 36. 2 . 86 +.12] —.14] .0144 0196 | —. 0168 
BQ0G 2 5 8 Ee 1, 036 996 ; 1.04 39 37.6 | 1.04 +.04|} +.04] .0016 0016 | +. 0016 
MOOV E == = 2 See 3 805 | 1,016 .79 51 SER Od aaa —,21| +.31] .0441 0961 | —. 0651 
(Oy. See eee 851 | 1, 036 . 82 52 40.4} 1.29 —.18 | +.29] .0324 0841 | —. 0522 
HONG. eb fe ~} 1,068} 1,056) 1.01 43 41.8 | 1.03 +.01 |} +.03] .0001 0009 | +. 0003 
TOON teas 1,186 | 1,076} 1.10 35 43. 2 . 81 +.10} —.19] .0100 0361 | —. 0190 
1) ls (aes ee 922} 1,096 84 51 44.6] 1.14 —.16} +.14] .0256 0196 | —. 0224 
At een eee ATS oT AIG s|) 127 37 46.0 . 80 = 27 | —. 20"! .0729 0400 | —. 0540 
LOTS eer Se eas 1,122; 1,136 .99 41 47.4 . 87 —.01 | —.13] .0001 0169 | +. 0013 

AUC OS COs SRE eee S200 |S-seec er ee ASB ik,| eee Pe eee . 4369 | 1.2289 | —. 5989 
iVieqrmmeqmer:f jin be OOH | = kees aes tee 994. eee oe A Ae a eee 

aie Pe ry)? 0.198. Fe ae ees OUD tee 0-09 gigas 
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TaBueE IIT.—Value of oats produced and consumed in the United States, 1895-1913 

Production Under actual conditions of With a uniform increase in 
United States consumption consumption 

Esti- 
Year Annual poeceny see Annual | mated Esti- eee 

7 con- er farm ota con- Decem- | mated bene 
Actual | Trend sump- | price per} value | sump- | ber farm| total eee 

tion! | bushel 2 tion? | price per} value Oca, 
bushel 4 NO! 

Million| Million| Million Million| Million | Million | Million 
bushels | bushels | bushels Cents dollars | bushels Cents dollars bushels 

Thee a eee A een ae pee 824 776 746 20 149 776 22.1 171 0 
SQ Gees Sei oe 780 796 820 19 156 796 PB W) 185 24 
SG feces! 791 816 822 21 173 816 24. 4 199 30 
SOS ee wees Bae: 843 836 835 26 217 836 2000 213 29 
18G9 Sus eee 926 856 920 25 230 856 26. 7 229 93 
HO OO ee ies hed 914 876 919 26 239 876 27.8 244 136 
TKO EES Nat Sasa Sea 778 896 810 40 324 896 29. 0 260 50 
OO 2 ee ea ON AT 1, 053 916 1, 004 31 311 916 30. 1 276 138 
TO sis A Sea 869 936 902 34 307 936 31.3 293 104 
1100) OY: Sn SINT Fe ree a 1, 009 956 989 31 307 956 32. 4 310 137 
TASYOSS nee a A 1, 090 976 1, 076 29 312 976 33. 6 328 237 
LOO Geo ae eee Ds 1, 036 996 1, 040 32 333 996 34. 7 346 281 
TG (fe ee so ee nies 805 | 1,016 840 44 370 1, 016 35. 9 365 105 
OOS Ps oma 851 | 1, 086 863 47 406 968 40. 0 387 6 68 
HOQG asta NOS aE 1,068 | 1,056 1, 030 40 412 1, 030 39. 0 402 6 26 
HONOR serie y ee tS 1, 186 1, 076 1,179 34 401 1, 076 39. 3 423 103 
18) 1) Eset eke ae 922 1, 096 961 45 432 1, 064 42.0 447 6 39 
TID Yea NR Pace cn ca 1, 418 1, 116 1, 338 32 428 1, 116 41.6 464 222 
TOT SESd Tee te a de 1, 122 1, 136 1, 172 39 457 1, 136 42.8 486 258 
Value of carry- 
OE eS Seo na | PG eee A Ua) | 1 Rc al Vy aiapeseer aS 8 os 

vcs ale mee se strtenl lar dase oc ele Te Ee ROE TN I aaa | Gc 6, 135 1, 947 
—5, 964 

171 

1 Production plus carry over from previous year less carry over to following year. 
2¥From U.S. Dept. Agr. Yearbooks. 
3 Same as trend of production except for the deficit years 1908, 1909, and 1911, when the sum of carry over 

plus production was less than the trend of production. 
4 Straight-line trend of price except for the deficit years, 1908, 1909, and 1911, when price was estimated 

on the basis of percentage changes. ; 
5 Obtained by subtracting the production trend figure from the actual consumption figure and adding 

the necessary additional carry over from the preceding year. For example the 1897 carry over figure of 30 
is obtained by subtracting the trend figure (816) from consumption (822) and adding the addition to carry 
over (24) to the remainder. ‘This figure, therefore, signifies hypothetical addition to actual carry over. 

6 Consumption for year computed is greater than production. 
7 The figure 107 represents the value of 258 million bushels carried from 1913 to 1914 at the 1914 price (44 

cents) less the value of 30 million bushels carried from 1894 to 1895 at the 1895 price. 
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TaBLeE IV a.—WStatistics of price and price determining factors of oats 

United 
Old : States 

Bureau United | produe- 
Change | oflabor | Change Produc- | stocks on States tion of | Change Year Chicago tion oats| farms 

ea pace of SSeedine ee preceding ae uae ee aaeee arecedine 
year : ey year States | Umited ae cate on farms year 

E States 4 A usible 
supply 

ba OO, Oe ee ES OE 

Million | Million | Million | Million 
Cents Per cent Per cent | bushels bushels bushels bushels | Per cent 

10 ZO seen es Sn ess oe eee 824 43 i 874 
i 17 —15 57 —2 780 119 9 908 +4 
TRG feet 23 +35 61 7 791 80 8 879 —3 
PROSE. 25 +9 64 5 843 51 6 900 +2 
ROO ees ss 5: 23 —8 67 +5 926 59 6 991 +10 
O00 832 Ss 24 +4 72 +7 914 64 7 985 —l 
1S 1) ees 40 +67 it +8 778 55 al 844 —14 
Ci 34 —15 7 +1 1, 053 32 2 1, 087 +29 
PGOSEe o- te 38 +12 79 0 9 79 4 952 —12 
it) rs 32 —16 80 +] 1, 009 46 4 1, 059 +11 
BOOS 22s 31 —3 80 0 1, 090 63 ~ 1, 160 +10 
HONG Eset 1 37 +19 84 +5 1, 036 78 6 1, 120 —3 
BOOT as. 4 50 +35 86 +2 805 73 7 885 —21 
BODS ase se a! 53 +6 92 +7 851 4] 4 896 +1 
vt eee 44 —17 100 +9 1, 068 27 6 1,101 +23 
721 eee 35 —20 98 —2 1, 186 67 5 thei 1, 257 +14 
OMA 50 +43 97 —1 922 68 10 1, 000 —20 
1) 37 —26 100 +3 1, 418 35 4 1, 457 +46 
OTS oot 41 +11 102 +2 L122 104 15 1, 241 —15 
140i fae eres 51 +24 104 +2 1, 141 62 7 1, 210 —3 
OTH 2° 45 —12 114 +10 1, 549 56 4 1, 609 +33 
TAI Cae eters 56 +24 156 +37 1252 114 12 1, 378 —14 
vk Ae 77 +38 204 +31 1, 593 48 10 1, 651 +20 
GN: Ril a's 71 —8 224 +10 1, 538 81 13 1, 632 —1 
i (1) ( eae 88 +24 224 0 1, 184 93 18 1, 295 —21 
1M 7, eee 54 —39 171 —24 1, 496 55 4 eb 5p +20 
TAS 71 hee eS 39 —28 128 —25 1, 078 161 34 1, 273 —18 
TA Pa) aoe hg aaa 41 +5 139 +9 1, 215 75 43 1, 333 +5 
1A 5 re ie 1, 316 T0s\|is nek see) cee A ee 

1 Average of monthly prices of No. 2 oats July to following June. Monthly prices obtained by averaging 
weekly high and low prices as quoted in the Chicago Board of Trade Annual Reports. 

2 From 1913 to 1922 monthly index numbers, July to June, were averaged, to convert to a crop year basis. 
Previous to 1913 the annual index numbers for each two consecutive calendar years were averaged for the 
July to June crop year index. 
3U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks. 
4U.S. Dept. Agr., Weather, Crops and Markets, Aug. 11, 18, 1923. 
5U,S. Dept. Agr., Yearbooks, or Chicago Board of Trade Annual Reports; 
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TABLE IV 8.—Oats: Multiple correlation of price of oats, index of prices of farm 
products, and United States production plus carryover of oats, in terms of per- 
centage changes over preceding years 

Percentage changes 

Ricbos U.S. 
Year Beenie prod. x13 12 213 29" 103 2g 

y Price, | Index, |oats plus 
2X1 L2 carry- 

over, 
3 

SOG Ree awn ewes —15 —2 +4 225 +30 —60 4 — 98 16 
SO ph els Sie +35 +7 —3 1, 225 +245 —105 49 —2i 9 
ORR Merc aS ae +9 +5 +2 81 —45 +18 25 +10 4 
33810 [ets iS eiaeee dM et —8 +10 64 —40 —80 25 +50 100 
CEO) Oa ce, EIN ce +4 +7 —1 16 +28 —4 49 —7 1 
EGO Terao eT ae pee ell +67 +8 —14 4,489 +536 — 938 64 —112 196 
TICCTO PO ik he ses Som —15 +1 +29 225 —15 —435 1 +29 841 
QOS aes eae ap +12 0 —12 144 0 —144 0 144 
NODA ys oes E ok! —16 +1 +11 256 —16 —176 i +11 121 
EOS SLi SOS —3 +10 9 0 —30 0 100 
POO Gee eA 8 +19 +5 —3 361 +95 —57 25 —15 9 
OO pari bae eee +35 +2 —21 1, 225 +70 —735 4 —42 441 
GOSS eet ee a +6 +7 +1 36 +42 +6 49 7 1 
HOOGE ener od —17 +9 +23 289 —153 —391 81 +207 529 
NOLO Bap ee en —20 —2 +14 400 +40 — 280 4 —28 196 
LUST) Ue epee a ne See +48 —l — 20 1, 849 —43 —860 1 +20 400 
MOTD ee ee 2 es —26 +3 +46 676 —78 —1,196 9 +138 2,116 
TSS 133 pee IVAN Ss ie ed +11 +2 —15 121 +22 —165 4 —30 225 
AQUA Nee Se yi 24 +2 —3 576 +48 —72 4 —6 9 
ms ah Caen —12 +10 +33 144 —120 —396 100 +330 1, 089 

EG Dilieet aes, Schnee —28 —25 —18 784 +700 +504 625 +450 324 
BG DD prea as a! +5 +9 +5 25 +45 +25 81 +45 25 

+270 +83 SPSS |b = eee +1, 946 —6,124|)__-_____- al 2971 eae eects 
—160 —30 —— lO eae —465 Se eee = 2692222 eee 

Mopaleesoas +110 +53 +78 13, 220 +1, 481 —5, 571 1, 205 +1, 028 6, 896 

Average__- +5. 00) +2. 41 +3.54] 600. 9091] +67. 3182|—253. 2273|-++-54. 7727| +46. 7273|+313. 4545 
SOtranes een | eO000 oe S0os| 1205706) <a oo oa ee eee eee Ee 
ASHEN] ON AY Gy Re a ig sal cere a ee — 25.000 |+?212. 0455!-+-317. 7275} +5.8038] +48. 5415] -++-12.5706 

575. 9091|-++ 55. 2727|—270. 9548] -++-48. 9689] +38. 1858/+-300. 8839 
ory? pii2 p@13 or? pts or3? 

1War years omitted. 2 Product of 5X2.41. 3 Product of 5X3.54. 4 Product of 2.41X3.54. 
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TaBLE IV c.—Solution of simultaneous equations involving (x1) price, (x2) index, 
and (x3) United States production plus carryover of oats} 

Equations: 
1. a2", bie + pio3 bi3= pLiz 

2. (pio3 Bio) +0273 bi3 = pX13 

Substituting actual values, as calculated in IV s. 
First equation, +48.97 bi + 38.19 bis = + 55.27. 
Second equation, (+38.19 6.) +300.88 b:;= — 270.95. 

Check 
| bia | bi3 Dp Sas, 

Teebrine down tirst eQuablOns= 2-2 are ee +48. 97 +38.19 *} =+55.27 |+142. 43 
2. Divide by first term with sign changed, or —48.97=___ —1. 0000 —. 7799} =—1.1287} —2. 9086 
Pern cd own) SCCOnNGiIeGuUAlLlON 2 uses ee |e oe +300. 88 |=—270.95 | +68. 12 
PVE NY LLNO | (2) iy oe. LO. 2 a es —29.78 | =—43.11 |—111.08 
POCA DEV Ore LINeSHs = ot ead 2 aon aoe RR S| ee de se +271.10 |=—314. 06 —42. 96 
6. Divide by first term with sign changed, or —271.10=__|}_..________- —1.0000) =-+1, 1585) +. 1585 

Change signs of values in column (p), lines (6) and (2), then 
Pe ar £585 

by = + 1.1287 + (— 1.1585 x —0.7799) = + 2.0322. 
Product moments: 

Oi3%ig= — 1.1585 X +270.95 = 313.90 

Dieta = + 2.03822 < += 55.27 = 112-32 

Adding, P. M. — 426,22 

The coefficient of multiple correlation, k= vP. M. 

The estimating equation is 1,=a4+ by to + bits 

Solve for ‘‘a” by substitution as follows: +5.00=a-+ (2.0322 x 
9.41) +(—1.1585 X3.54). a= 44.20. 

Inserting known values for the constants: a, by», and 3, the esti- 
mating equation becomes #, = 4.20 + 2.03x,— 1.1623. 

1 The method used in solving the simultaneous equations is ‘‘The Doolittle method.’’ See Geodesy— 
Application of Theory of Least Squares to the Adjustment of Triangulation, by O. S. Adams, 1915; also 
A Method of Handling Multiple Correlation Problems, by H. R. Tolley and M. J. B. Ezekiel, in Journal 
American Statistical Association, December, 1923. 
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TABLE V.—Chicago price of oats estimated from changes in the United States 
production plus carry over of oats and the index number } 

Percentage change 
over preceding 
year : 

a Esti- Same 
Year mated | expressed Meiual Esti- 

beginning United 2.0322 —1.1673 | change in wae mated | Residuals 
July 1 Farm States in round Dp price 

products | produc- price | numbers 
index | tion plus 

x2 carry Over 
23 

Per cent | Per cent Cents Cents Cents 
TSO a NS aT pg a i || eo fee eee I PAU ies) RA Pa Lae NS 
1896_______ —2 +4 —4. 06 —4. 64 —4, 50 —5 17 19 “+2 
183 9)jates Ear +7 8} +14, 21 +3. 48 +21. 89 +22 23 21 =?) 
TS OSte eee ws +5 +2 +10. 15 — 2; 32 +12. 03 +12 25 26 +1 

1 zig SIS) ed ee ee +5 +10! +1015! —11.60 sis Ch) +3 23 26 aieb) 
re A9O0N es +7 —1| +14.21| +1.16| +19.57 +20 24 28 +4 

190 SS ee +8 —14 +16. 24 +16. 24 +36. 68 =l-3u 40 Bo =i 
GOD Bis Anes +1 +29 +2. 03 —33. 64 —27. 41 — Yl 34 29 —5 
190322 22255 0 —12 O| +18.92 | +18.12 +18 38 40 +2 
1904______. +1 +11 +2.03 | —12. 76 —6. 53 —7 32 35 +3 
1GO5 EA ies 0 +10 0} —11. 60 —7. 40 =7 31 30 —1 
1906222222 +5 —3 +10. 15 +3. 48 +17. 83 +18 37 37 0 
1907_______ +2 —21 +4.06 | +24.36| +32. 62 +33 50 49 —1 
OOS Zee se +7 +1 +14. 21 —1.16 +17. 25 +17 53 59 +6 
1909______. +9 +23 | +18.27| —26. 68 —4, 21 —4 44 51 +7 
1OTOQR ee — Py +14 —4, 06 —16. 24 —16. 10 = 35 37 alge 
AQT —1 —20 —2.03 | +23.20 |) -+25. 37 +25 50 44 —6 
OUD Fe ube +3); £4+46 +6. 09 —53. 36 — 43. 07 —43 37 28 —9 
NOISE Se ees +2 —15 +4. 06 +17. 40 +25. 66 +26 41 47 +6 
1914_______ +2 —3 +4. 06 +3.48 | -+11.74 palo 51 46 —=15) 
NOH es +10 +33 | +20.30} —88.28 | —13.78 —14 45 44 —1 
NSH pele ael ie +37 ee chy ee a | ea TU RAE ae Gy Pt SOP cow PLASC SEL S| USS paar 
VOM Seo +31 AD) Is Ui SEI el Pe lL ACA Wien Sia te aa, 
GTB eo ee +10 TL, Meese neh USNR rE i CFT CEL | ee EO |S aaa 
NOHO E ors 0 OTE TE A ON SN a Ne a FR ALAA a pc ee SBP ee ae ae ae 
G2 ea —24 col SPX 0) | ee URIS a ea a ee Bs es aero a DAR ers LEAs 2 ce ae 
NOD —20 —18 — 50. 75 +20. 88 —25. 67 —26 39 40 +1 
O22 a apres +9 +5 +18. 27 —65. 80 +16. 67 +17 41 46 +5 

1 The equation is x1=4.20+2.03x2—1.16x3 
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TaBLe VI.—Monthly average cash prices of oats, Chicago, July, 1881, to June, 
1923 1 

Year July | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May | June Aver- 
age 

) | Sr | Se poe Sen | fe CFE 

Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents | Cents 
1881-82___ 41 36 39 45 44 45 44 42 43 49 53 51 44 
1882-83___ 56 48 33 34 35 38 36 39 41 42 41 38 40 
1883-84___ 34 PA 27 28 29 33 33 33 32 30 32 33 31 
1884-85___ 30 27 25 26 26 24 27 29 28 31 35 33 28 
1885-86 ___ 32 26 25 26 28 28 29 30 30 29 29 PH 28 
1886-87 ___ 29 27 25 25 26 27 23 25 24 27 26 26 26 
1887-88 __- 26 25 745) 26 PA | 31 31 29 30 31 35 32 29 
1888-89___ 31 26 24 24 26 26 25 26 25 23 23 23 25 
1889-90___ 22 20 20 19 20 21 21 20 21 24 28 28 22 
1890-91___ 30 37 37 41 43 43 43 46 51 55 51 41 43 
1891-92___ 36 29 32 28 32 33 30 30 29 29 31 33 31 
1892-93___ 32 33 34 31 32 31 32 32 31 29 31 30 31 
1893-94___ 28 24 26 28 28 29 28 28 30 32 35 41 30 
1894-95___ 39 30 30 29 29 30 30 28 29 30 29 29 30 
1895-96___ 24 21 20 19 19 17 18 20 20 20 19 18 20 
1896-97 ___ 17 17 16 18 19 18 17 16 17 18 18 18 17 
1897-98 __- 18 19 20 19 21 p>) 23 26 27 27 30 28 23 
1898-99___ 23 22 21 23 26 27 27 28 27 27 27 25 25 
1899-1900_ 25 21 772 23 23 73} 72} 23 24 25 23 23 23 
1900-01 __- 24 22 22 22 22 23 24 24 26 26 29 29 24 
1901-02___ 29 36 35 35 39 46 46 44 44 43 43 44 40 
1902-03 ___ 50 35 29 30 30 32 34 35 34 33 33 37 34 
1903-04__- 36 33 35 37 35 35 38 41 41 40 40 40 38 
1904—05___ 38 34 31 30 30 30 31 31 32 30 31 31 32 
1905-06___ 32 26 26 29 30 31 31 30 30 32 33 37 31 
1906-07 __- 37 30 32 aR 33 34 36 39 42 42 34 45 37 
1907-08 ___ 44 49 49 50 48 49 51 51 51 52 53 52 50 
1908-09___ 53 48 50 48 49 50 51 54 55 56 60 58 53 
1909-10___ 52 41 40 41 41 45 49 48 46 45 43 39 44 
1910-11___ 42 37 34 33 33 33 33 32 31 33 35 39 35 
1911-12__ 45 41 45 48 49 49 50 53 54 58 56 54 50 
(0125 51, 39 34 34 34 34 34 35 34 36 39 41 37 
th) 43 43 41 41 42 40 41 41 40 41 41 41 
1914-15.._| 38 42 50 48 50 49 54 59 58 58 54 50 51 
1915-16__- 54 54 40 39 39 44 49 49 43 46 47 41 45 
1916-17___ 42 45 47 51 57 53 57 57 61 70 71 67 56 
1917-18__- 78 67 61 61 66 77 83 89 94 91 79 78 We 
1918-19.._| 79 72 72 70 74 74 68 61 65 70 72 71 71 
1919-20___ ili 76 70 73 75 84 87 87 93 103 112 117 88 
1920-21___ 102 76 65 56 §2 50 45 43 44 39 39 39 54 
1921-22...| 38 37 39 36 36 39 40 41 40 41 42 40 39 
1922-23. __ 39 35 39 43 45 AGis|2 522) sal Os Slee | ee lS ee ee 

1 Averages of weekly high and low prices of No. 2 oats, Chicago Board of Trade. Annual reports. 
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Tasie VII.—Oats: Cash and future prices, per bushel, in cents, 1892-1921 } 

peeD On, ay May : June ' July ; August | Septem- 
: : er prices - | Prices of | prices of | prices of | prices of | ber cash 

Year when delivery is due of Ma gosteutice Septem- | Septem- | Septem- | Septem- | prices of 
oats ber oats | ber oats | ber oats | ber oats oats 

Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents 
HS) 2 Rapes arte aps a 2 Sees oS 32 31 29 31 31 34 38 
PRS Settee eats a gee ce i BN ee 37 30 27 26 25 24 26 
TENCE St a a Sea en 31 35 26 30 29 30 29 
UCTS os Ca rt een ee em ie 5G eae ea a 35 29 28 29 23 20 19 
NiO eee atte apne op ele e Spr eA Se 21 19 (2) 18 17 17 16 
TS Aan 2 as Se sen ee ee eee, 19 18 18 18 18 18 20 
TO) Spee ne Rea fw Pie Sle oy 23 30 24 21 20 21 21 
GW) hes oieas Saree eee aie 22 26 21 21 20 20 22 
TQ sg Ra EE a eer a 23 22 (2) (?) 24 22 22 
CO) S28 Se oe ta ee (2) 29 26 26 32 35 35 
SC) 2 pemnet ern eka mye 2s te hie mee te 38 44 29 29 30 Nf 26 
JOR} 52 oe eA © oe 32 36 30 33 34 34 37 
HOA eee iene ne Sab er EW 39 42 31 32 33 33 32 
TESTO) Soe Ei ay cee 35 31 28 30 30 26 28 
WOO = gs ees Ap a Ree SO ke ieee 30 3 30 35 34 30 32 
{LI <r Op een ap 34 46 38 37 39 47 | 53 
11) NSS eas ae ee SR eae ae See aes b4 55 38 38 43 48 49 
TOTS} 2s sas Sa eA ae a ee 52 59 44 44 41 3Y/ 40 
TIDE Seen Gay PE eee ge eee 42 41 38 37 39 36 33 
FAQ UITE pea 5a ae ce 38 34 38 40 44 42 44 
TM ee SS Se ops ei ts Eee eae 49 55 43 41 34 32 33 
Le een mate yt PRG Me Ui 34 38 36 40 41 42 42 
HO Ae eee es ay a Se ee 47 39 37 38 36 43 48 
TGV <A pee ho ee ee ie 54 53 46 40 38 39 37 
FSG eee ree cain, area ae a eo 38 47 40 39 40 45 46 
TIO 7 (ont a aces i 5 pelea tee SR an eee tp 51 68 55 53 57 56 59 
THOS ce Ca oe se ig ag Oe ae st 61 76 (2) (?) 70 70 72 
TOI) = cecket ag Oe ea R ea all (2) 70 66 68 78 73 70 
TING U0) ee cs ce gk 73 112 76 83 77 69 63 

OD eee ale ae ie 9 TE 66 39 4] 40 40 35 39 

1 Arithmetic average of daily high and low quotations of No. 2 oats, 1892 to 1902; standard oats, 1903; 
contract grade, 1904 to 1921 (standard and No. 2 oats on contract grades). ‘The quotations are taken from 
the Chicago Board of Trade Annual Reports. They are not available for earlier years. 

2 No quotations. 

TaBLE VIII.—Oais: United States Department of Agriculture estimates of acreage 
« and of condition, 1895-1923 

Acreage, Estimates of condition by months ? 
Vear preliminary 

Se >! June July Aug. Sept 

Thousand 
acres Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent - 

TES ak eT ae ge pe ea ee 27, 878 84. 3 83. 2 84. 5 86. 0 
Ts IS Ee ae TE Sy ee ae Oe 27, 566 98. 0 96. 3 87.3 74. 0 
FUSSY / 2 ote SS POR IS « ea Bee aa en eee 25, 730 89. 0 87.5 86. 0 84. 6 
Te Se ES fe ies Ea ee 25, 321 98. 0 92. 8 84. 2 79. 0 
TRAC) Se Se Sep ie a ee ee eee ee 25, 608 | 88. 7 90. 0 90. 8 87.2 
FES) 0 eee terra ote Hl ea Mort he ide oe 27, 365 91.7 85. 5 85. 0 82.9 
TSH te ee a a eee 26, 315 85. 3 83. 7 73. 6 2a! 
Sl) 2 epee ne Re anette US eS 28, 653 90. 6 92. 1 89. 4 87. 2 
TSUBA. ws cee es i a 27, 732 85. 5 84. 3 79.5 75.7 
pirat eer ener ae Min mer artnet RS as 27, 646 89. 2 89.8 86. 6 85. 6 
te ) epeeene nee eereemnG megs Ee 27, 688 92.9 92.1 90. 8 90. 3 
TB eo 27, 678 85.9 84. 0 82.8 81.9 

= SI) an Ee ET a na 31, 491 81.6 81.0 84. 5 65. 5 
1s ee een ie he a 31, 837 92. 9 85. 7 76. 8 69. 7 
PD ne Se mesh ale = ca Ra 32, 422 88. 7 88. 3 85. 5 83. 8 
UNO a a ie NE ee ar 34, 380 91.0 82. 2 81.5 83. 3 
SADT ea gs a ee 35, 250 85. 7 68. 8 GUS 7 64. 5 
A eee eR ees Sig Ys ee 37, 844 91.1 89. 2 90. 3 92.3 
TTS a 38, 341 87.0 76. 3 73. 8 74. 0 
ep et eee ER LN eee ee Ne 38, 383 89. 5 84. 3 79.4 75. 8 
TA SS oso a SR al ae 40, 193 92. 2 93. 9 91.6 91.1 
TONG os os pa a pe ae I ne 40, 780 86. 9 86. 3 81.5 78. 0 
LIC A a a 43, 161 88.8 89. 4 87. 2 90. 4 
Le EN mee Sie ies SLO 44, 475 93. 2 85. 5 82.8 84. 4 
OL pan meee ee marten Me oe tie 42, 169 93. 2 87.0 76. 5 73. 0 
TROD) Se ee Oi ee ce 41, 032 87.8 84. 7 87. 2 88. 3 
HD enn See NE a ee 44, 829 85. 7 77.6 64. 5 61.1 
D7 ee ae pt ed Pn ee ee 41, 822 85. 5 74. 4 75. 6 74.9 
Os er, aks ieee Se Le 40, 768 85. 6 83. 5 81.9 80. 3 

1 The June 1 estimate of acreage is the only preliminary estimate of acreage made. 3 
2 Percentage of normal. See The Use of ‘‘ Pars’”’ and ‘‘ Normals’’ in Forecasting Crop Production, by 

W.F. Callander and J. A. Becker, in Jour. Farm Economics, Oct., 1923. 
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TaBLe IX.—Production statistics of wheat and rye 

Wheat 

World Rae 
i or wor Year aed World | World | produc- | produc- 

roduc- | Produc- | carry | tion plus; tion‘ 

Trot tion? - | over 3 carry 

SS ee Oe 

Million | Million | Million | Million | Million 
bushels bushels bushels bushels bushels 

51 222g 5 ee a S784 A, 964-2 2] + oe 
oP ca2ca2 5 aaa 2 ES aaa ann AE 585 | 2,033 132 | 2, 165 1, 006 
ppeeeae a bt a eee ee 528 | 2, 242 193 | 2,417 1, 238 
ee ie oe ee 8 ee 428 | 2,338 241] 2,579 1, 450 
paar a ee 516 | 2, 420 219 | 2, 639 1, 550 
05 2a) eC: Re a ees 569 | 2,376 192} 2, 568 1,414 
STL loiol) Joe Se So eae eae 544 | 2, 303 181 | 2, 484 1, 450 
OTT 22 EL LUE eI a le 610 | 2,050 116} 2, 166 1, 240 
So ove cL) ae Se nina ie SS 772 | 2, 821 112} 2, 933 1, 407 
lial ee ee ee oc ee 636 | 2, 591 218 | 2,809 1, 557 
11 Tings pc Sea SE Sl a Oe as 603 | 2, 463 210 | 2,673 1, 546 
oh ores ee ee eens & 789 | 2,714 176 | 2,890 1, 394 
“Vi oe hbo oe 1 725 | 2,902 152| 3, 054 1, 593 
Poe sde2 ol a en 664 | 3, 014 144 | 3, 158 1, 611 
“les cece | SE ee ee 597 | 2,919 165 | 3, 084 1, 699 
oo pr peeel/- 72a ae Se ees 727 | 3, 047 146 | 3, 193 1, 462 
tbls, S12 2 oe a a ea ae Le ae 757 | 3, 150 180 | 3, 330 1, 390 
Woh iacei la a ies 638 | 2, 852 220| 3,072 1, 494 
epee Fs 1) 645 | 2, 865 133 | 2, 998 1, 554 
ill) ii. hd Snes an ee 700 | 3,320 106 | 3,426 1, 712 
OOD eaters a rae 635 | 3, 261 157| 3,418 1, 622 
(reels ol od er aes 621 | 3, 245 185 | 3, 430 1, 531 
pert 730} 3,500 175 | 3,675 1, 834 
TT Loa Se ee eee 763 | 3, 695 193 | 3, 888 1, 808 
oe ET Se ee oe SE 891 | 3, 226 163 | 3, 389 1, 526 
pruners Se 1, O2B% |e 35 2 147. | octe ah ee ee 
Jas ULL ee a re oi eee Sane’ 256.) cask ales ae 
JO 12 ee ee 9 a ee 330s|___-sahtndle yeaa 
“Si lt. O21n | tee 261, |_-.- se) | ee 
UU) ici: 0h eae Cok ae 207 it. -o2 6 UG ae ae 
le esi aiee ees eae 833 | 52,884] 242] 3,126 5 609 
W222 SE: SE 815 | 3,079 220| 3, 299 848 
Nigam Set a ei e eee etek 862 | 3,096 174| 3, 270 839 
peer en mene 1793 | 3, 434 172| 3, 606 970 

1U.8. Dept. Agr. Yearbooks. The 1923 figure is the August forecast. 
2 The countries included in the total, 1890-1914, are United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, 

France, Spain, Belgium, Canada, United States, British India, Japan, Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, 
Algeria, Italy, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Rumania, Russia. Source: U. S. Dept. of Agr., Bur. Agr. 
Econ., Div. Statistical and Historical Research. 

3 See Table XI, Appendix. : 5 
4 Production of 14 countries, 1890 to 1914, including Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, France, Spain, 

Belgium, Finland, Algeria, United States, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Rumania, Russia. Source: U.S. 
Dept. Agr. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Division of Statistical and Historical Research. 

§ Total world countries reporting and estimated. See U. S. Dept. Agr. unnumbered report, ‘‘The 
Wheat Situation,’”’ Russia omitted, additional countries included, 1920-1923, 
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TABLE X.—Wheat prices 
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Chicago Chicago Liverpool | Bureau of Chicago 
price price, ' Ran price, lias Honor pee 4 

ates z average 0 sa average oO tatistics adjuste 
Year beginning Aug. 1 daily bi es monthly | 7 see er3| monthly index of by farm 

Sagas high and high and farm products 
low 2 low 4 products 5 index 

Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents 
US (pee hare ee nc Ce Rasen oS 97 97 84 111 75 129 
TES) SST cates a eae 89 88 84 115 72 124 
TR ae Sl eae a BO 73 73 62 86 70 104 
TICS 3 dela Se ch US al 60 60 54 75 66 91 
TSE SE a UU ae rane 57 58 49 68 61 93 
TESSOVRS AI SI a le ne 61 62 51 78 58 105 
TNO FL en Ro ee 70 74 72 88 Ot 123 
TUS O) ct 2 Sas Oe gE A A esta 97 101 81 116 61 159 
HEH elas SO A aa 70 71 58 86 64 109 
TSAO sk Sw AR TE ee pe eed 69 69 59 86 67 103 
GLO) Sih es ee ee ie 73 74 62 87 72 101 
YRC a Se 7A ee pea a 72 73 63 87 7 92 
HOO 2 eremreiaece Ie ail SS ee 75 75 63 &9 79 95 
1903t2 we i Tia eae 90 89 70 $0 79 114 
NGO Saeed omc eee ea 110 106 2 695 80 138 
OOS en ib es eaCE ER eit. 86 88 75 798 80 108 
TCO ante a pa ag ei 77 79 67 93 84 92 
OO Gamat ate GO SE Hah ae 95 100 87 110 86 110 
HIG (Seopa ccna ae rend en Ps EE 114 113 99 120 92 124 
FLO S woneraeie Wace a UP ANCE re i Soe Se 115 115 103 120 100 115 
TUQIIC) see SG SAS a re a at 95 101 90 107 98 97 
TQ eA AEN TINE are Ne ace 99 105 90 1H 97 102 
TUG ISAS a Sk ae Ne ne i aR 105 100 83 114 100 105 
TIGR 9 ee Bet Re a 93 92 81 106 102 91 
VGH GES 2 al a U0 Uh A 127 129 109 157 104 122 
TGQ) sp ee oP rar Ya 116 117 100 175 114 102 
GG Meee mmr amen ia einen an 193 194 162 224 156 124 
TG Zager A 219 225 206 235 204 107 
TOG seul sai ri ncaa eye 235 237 210 240 224 105 
TONG) Sok EA opi lee) eaten 251 272 227 215 224 112 
WORD SER aa cine ocean 200 199 172 223 171 117 
TNO PATE Sse See U EN ek tee toh i ae gee 127: 138 106 149 128 a9 
TGA TE YRS STS ec a ea A a 122 124 INO) Ng fests acca 139 88 

1 No. 2 Spring wheat, eash July, 1890, to January, 1897; No. 2 wheat, January, 1897, to January, 1898; 
regular No. 2 January, 1898, to March, 1903; No. 2 red, March, 1903, to June, 1922. Average of daily high 
and low prices as quoted in the Chicago Board of Trade Annual Reports. 

2 Prices published in National Grange Monthly, July, 1921, p. 11. The grade is No. 2 Spring wheat. 
The prices were compiled from Chicago papers by a representative of the National Grange working in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
‘ See ee Agr., Yearbooks. December 1, farm price, 1890-91 to 1908-9; average yearly price, 1908-9 
(0) 23. 

4 Compiled by Market Statistics Section, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of 
Agriculture; 1890 to 1903, compiled from Broomhall’s 1904 Corn Trade Year Book, p. 136; 1914 to 1920 
from Broomhall’s 1921 Corn Trade Year Book. Remainder of the table from Broomhall’s Corn Trade 
News. Conversions at par, 1862 to 1912. Current exchange rate for remainder of period. Prices of 
red wheat supplemented with prices of American wheat for some months, the margin between which is 
practically negligible. See U.S. Dept. Agr., Yearbook, 1922. 

5 Two-year average of Bureau of Labor Statistics calendar year relative of prices of farm products from 
1890-91 to 1913-14. Average of monthly relatives, July to following June after 1914. 

6 Five months’ average. 
7 Ten months’ average. 
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TaBLE XI.—Wheat: Estimated world visible supply on July 1 for the years 
1891-1923 

Year Bushels Remarks 

1891____| 132, 472,385 | To the ‘‘Corn Trade”’ figures were added 3,214,285 bushels for flour in the United 
Kingdom, 25,000,000 United States farm stocks, 2,800,000 other Europe, 709,000 
Argentina, and 1,735,000 Australia. 

1892____| 193, 225,845 | To the ‘‘Red Book”’ figures were added 55,000,000 United States farm stocks, 
2,800,000 other Europe, 1,153,000 Argentina, and 2,213,000 Australia. 

1893____| 240, 671, 000 Agee 51,000,000 United States farm stocks, 1,620,000 Argentina, and 2,507,000 
ustralia. 

1894____| 218, 901, 000 Aaded £0000, 000 United States farm stocks, 1,209,000 Argentina, and 1,880,000 
Australia. 

1895____| 191,513,180 | Added 914,000 Argentina and 1,233,000 Australia. 
1896____| 181, 276, 038 ned zveenine stocks on page 118, Corn Trade Yearbook 1901-02, and 1,410,000 

ustralia. 
1897____| 116, 277, 293 | Argentina same as 1896; Australia, 1,906,000 added. 
1898____| 111, 988, 952 | Argentina same as 1896; Australia, 2,796,000 added. 
1899____} 218, 031, 392 | Argentina same as 1896; Australia, 2,884,000 added. 
1900____| 210, 316, 765 | Argentina same as 1896; Australia, 2,784,000 added. 
1901____| 176, 336, 456 | Argentina included in ‘‘ Red Book’’; Australia, 3,367,000 added. 
1902____| 151, 708, 884 | Added Australia, 2,685,000. 
1903____| 143, 932,669 | Added Australia, 862,000. s 
1904____| 165, 123,889 | Added Australia, 5,163,000; Australia included remainder of time. 
1905____| 145, 967, 184 
1906____| 179, 755, 289 
1907____| 219, 701, 516 
1908____| 133, 128, 000 
1909____| 105, 532, 000 
1910____| 157, 202, 000 
1911____| 185, 185, 000 
1912____| 175, 452, 000 
1913____| 192, 531, 000 
1914____| 163, 114, 000 
1915____| 147,018, 000 | Australia out. 
1916____| 355, 192,000 | France, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Russia, Danubian States, other Europe out 

for remainder of time. 
1917____} 329, 579, 000 | Stocks afloat, Argentina, Australia, and American stocks and United Kingdom only. 
1918____| 260, 953, 000 | Same as 1917. 
1919____| 306, 539, 000 
1920____| 241, 856, 000 
1921____| 219, 769, 000 
1922____| 174, 342, 000 
1923____| 171, 996,000 | Minneapolis Market Record. July 14, 1923. 

U.S. Dept. Agr., Yearbook, 1922, p. 607. d 
Australian average carry over, 1905-1914, inclusive, 5,433,000. 
Continent omitted 1916 to 1923; carry over averaged 13,584,000—1905-1914. 

Table XI was compiled from data of Broomhall’s Corn Trade News, 
Minneapolis Daily Market Record, and Chicago Daily Trade Bulletin, 
which is published in the Red Books of Howard, Bartels & Co., from 
1892-1922 under heading of “‘ Monthly Supply of Breadstuffs.”” The 
“visible” included stocks of wheat and flour afloat for United King- 
dom and the Continent; stocks in store in United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Russia, Danubian States, other portions 
of Europe, Argentina, Australia, United States, and Canada. To 
the ‘‘Red Book” total has been added United States farm stocks on 
July 1. The data for 1891 taken from the 1901-1922 Broomhall’s 
Corn Trade Year Book, pages 114, 115, 116,117, and 122. The data 
from ‘‘Red Book” were checked with Broomhall’s Corn Trade Year 
Book figures from 1892 to 1901. The changes from the original 
data are noted after each number. The farm stocks of 1891-1894 
were estimated; the remainder of the years are official. 

APPENDIX B 

Some selected references on grain price studies and statistical methods 

. Apams, O. S. 
Geodesy—Application of theory of least squares to the adjustment of 

triangulation. 1915. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Spec. Pub. 28. 
BEVERIDGE, Sir W. H. 

Wheat prices and rainfall in western Europe. In Jour. Roy. Statis. Soce., 
vol. 85, pt. 3, May 1922, pp. 412-459. 
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CALLANDER, W. F., and Brecker, J. A. 
The use of “‘pars’’ and ‘“‘normals” in forecasting crop production. Jn 

Jour. Farm Economics, vol. 5, no. 4, Oct. 1923, pp. 185-197. 
Daviss, G. R. . 

Introduction to economic statistics. New: York, 1922. 
Includes a treatment of the method of averages in computing index numbers and the method 

of least squares. 

EpGEeworth, F. Y 
On the mathematical representation of statistical data. Jn Jour. Roy. 

Statis. Soc., vol. 79, pt. 4, July 1916, pp. 455-500; vol. 80, pt. 1, Jan. 
1917, pp. 65-88; vol. 80, pt. 2, March 1917, pp. 266-288. 

FIsHER, IRVING. 
The making of index numbers. Boston and New York, 1922. 

Fuux, A. W. 
The measurement of price changes. Jn Jour. Roy. Statis. Soc., vol. 84, 

pt. 2, March 1921, pp. 167-199. 
Hooker, R. H. 

On the correlation of successive observations; illustrated by corn prices. 
In Jour. Roy. Statis. Soc., vol. 68, pt. 4, Dec. 1905, pp. 696-708. 

The suspension of the Berlin Produce Exchange and its effect upon corn 
prices. Jn Jour. Roy. Statis. Soc., vol. 64, pt. 4, Dec. 1901, pp. 574-604. 

LEHFELDT, R. A. 
The elasticity of demand for wheat. Jn Econ. Jour., vol. 24, June 1914, 

pp. 212-217. 
Lipxa, JOSEPH. 

Graphical and mechanical computation. New York, 1918. 
Contains a treatment of the method of least squares and methods of curve fitting. 

Mitts, F. 
Statistical methods applied to economics and business. New York, 1924. 

Contains an extended treatment of demand curves. Other contributions on this subject have 
been made by Walter T. Hedden of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Henry Schultz 
Institute of Economics, Washington, D. C 

MitcHELu, W. C. 
Index numbers of wholesale prices in the United States and foreign coun- 

tries. 1921. U.S. Bur. Labor Statis. Bul. 284. 
Moore, H. L. 

Elasticity of demand and flexibility of prices. Jn Jour. Amer. Statis. 
Assoc., vol. 18, new ser. 187, March 1922, pp. 8-19. 

Forecasting the yield and the price of cotton. New York, 1917. 
Prersons, W. M. 

Correlation of economic statistics. Jn Jour. Amer. Statis. Assoc., vol. 12, 
new ser. 92, Dec. 1910, pp. 287-322. 

A study of statistical method. In The Review of Economic Statistics, 
Preliminary vol. 1, pp. 1-48; published by Harvard university Committee 
on economic research, 1919. 

Prrsons, W. M., Foster, W. T., and Hertinesr, A. J., jr., ed. 
The problem of business forecasting. Boston and New York 1924. 

THE REVIEW or Economic Statistics, preliminary vol. 1. Cambridge, Mass. 
Harvard university Committee on economic research, 1919. See Index. 

Smita, B. B. 
The use of punched card tabulating equipment in multiple correlation 

problems; collected and prepared for the use of statisticians of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, U. 8. Depart. Agr. 1923. 
Mimeographed. 

Toutry, H. R., and Ezexieu, M. J. B. 
A method of handling multiple correlation problems. Jn Jour. Amer. 

Statis. Assoc., vol. 18, new ser. 144, Dec. 1928, pp. 993-1003. 
Wiuson, Sir JAMES. 

The world’s wheat. Jn Jour. Roy. Statis. Soc., vol. 184, pt. 3, May 1921, 
pp. 329-378. 

Worxkine HouBrook. 
Factors determining the price of potatoes in St. Paul and Minneapolis. 

1922. Minn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Tech. Bul. 10. 
Yuuy, G. U. 

On the time-correlation problem, with especial reference to the variate- 
difference correlation method. Jn Jour. Roy. Statis. Soc., vol. 84, pt. 4, 
July 1921, pp. 497-526, 
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